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Opus Dei Opens 
. Catholic Outreach, Office Revamps 34th. St. 

By: Aiexandra Beard Murray Hill 
. �lace, the 
_ . 1m p r e s·-

sive new building -
on the corner of · 
34th Street and 
Lexington next · to · 

Volume XLIV Number 3 

What SCW Women 
Should Strive For . 

Today ,. 
Answers May L_ie in a Piece of Art 

-By: S'f'-ri Moskowi�z 

Recently the halls of SCW 
have been abuzz with 
discussions about.the rel-

· Stern College, has 
been mistaken for a 
Catholic Boys' 
school as well as 
Stern . College for 
Women itself. But· 
if one rea_ds, the sign · 
in front; the name 
"Prelature of the. 
Holy Cross and 

· . atively new wall hanging in the 

. - � 
Opus Dei'' makes the prospect of the seve�teen-floor build-
ing less likely to be part of Stern. 

· Neither will there be hundreds of Catholic 
schoolboys bumping into coffee-clutching Stern women in_ 
long black skirts on their way to class. The building is tbe . 
national headquarters qf Opus Dei, meaning -"Work of G-d," 
� orgartization founded by the Catholic, Church. its mis
sion, according to Tona Varela, the assistant to the head of_ 
the national offices in NY, is to- coach and teach Christian lay 
people, professionals, and students to bring Christianity into 
their everyday lives. 

The mission of Op�s Dei do�s not stop at helpipg 
only Christians to bring Christianity into their lives. 
According to opusdei:org, "The mission of Opus Dei is: to 
promote among Christians of all ·_social cl11sses a life in the 
middle of the world fully consistent with their faith and to 
contribute to the evangelization oJ ev<,ry sphere of society."· 

Fyrthermore, it states, "th<, faithful of the 
Prelature carry out the work of evangelization in every sec
tor of society." With such an organization next to Stern 
College, threatening situations might be a possibility. "Be 
cautious and watchful," advises Rabbi Shlomo Hochberg, 
SC\¥ ·Guidance Counselor and professor of Judaic Studies. 
"I wouldn't expect them to have contact with us, but if they . 
do, we should be on guard." · 

. 
Ac.cording to Pean Karen , Bacon, SCW was 

aware of the nature . of Opus .Dei before the building even·. 
wei,t up. "We knew who they were," explains Bacon. ''They 
do proselytize. But education protects all of us from threats 
mid it is -the door to frt:edom of choice. We have· a very 
strong Jewish education system at Stern-and it will enable 
students to make informed decisions in whatever situittion 
they encounter. There�s a bo�k in th� Stern library about a 
-woman who was once involved•in Opus Dei but dropped out 
because she said it was a secretive organization !hat· didn't 
give its members freedom," Bacon said. · · · 

_ Opus Dei ha� two entr<!flces, one for men�and one 
-· for w;omen.' The quilding contains the US offices of Opus 

Dei, which function to.oversee the activities of all US cen-· 
t_ers. The Opus Dei building also holds a conference c:enter 
for overnight- symposiums as well · as residential 
space for staff who work at the he�dquarters and f�r .guests. 
When fully staffed, Opus Dei wili have approximately 75 
people livi.Qg in its housing. Although the building is_ fully 
functioning at present, construction will be completed in late· 
Spring 2000. 

. 
. 
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sew Students F,aint 
- at Blood Dri;ves 
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SRH dining room. The tapestry 
displays an image of a bride and 
groom standing under a wedding . 
canopy. Yet when looking at this 
piece of artwork, one cannot 
help but question why the SCW 
administrafion_ would choose ·10 
display a ·wedding scene in a 
school that already has a reputa- Tapestry hanging in Schottenstein 

tion for being a "marriage mart." . �Lobby 
Many students have hypothesized that _the tapestry conveys a 

subliminal message, subconsciously urging unsuspecting students to jump 
. oi:J. the marriage bandwagon. Yet another group of students asserts that it 
is it simply a beautiful piece of art, chosen to adorn an otherwise lacklus-
ter wall. Nevertheless, the question remains; what message.is this image 
sending to the young, impressionable students' of SCW? 

The attention-grabbing wall ha�ging was fashioned by an israeli 
artist, and was donated to SCW by Dr. Marcia Wilf, a member of the YU' s 
board of directors· who occasionally makes gen�rous· contributions ·10 
SCW, including a recent gift of $1 million. Unfortunately, Dr. Wilf 
declined comment for this article. However, one_ SCW dean maintains 
that Dr.· Wilf was captivated by th� unique artistry on a recent trip to 
Israel, and decided to buy' it for the school because it was an "attractive, 
}Vhimsical picture." • -,.,.,-
, 

. Ariella . Dworetsky, : an SCW. sophomore, · is·-distiessed at the 
undue emphasis-placed on what should'be � Sllllple piece\5f artwork. S�ys 
Dwore�sky, "I think people should stop searching for a liidi:len meaning in 
a modest wall hanging. It's just a nice piece of art." Lea:h, a SCW. Junior, 
agrees. She. maintains that "based on the rising -divorce rate among 

-Ar!].ericans, and increasingly among YU couples, �ne should not place 
unnecessary stress on the importance of getting married at such a young 

. age. Such stress includes, of course, needlessly interpreting artwork in the 
Schottenstein dining room." 

However, many students disagree with Lea:h, claiming !hat the 
new art work just· encourages young, eligible women to start thinking 
about preparing for marriage in the future: Insists one SCW junior 
"there's nothing wrong with displaying a piece of art.that clearly reminds 
SCW students that they are at the stage of life where it is appropriate to 
think about-marriage. They _are just prol!)-ptihg us to look al).ead �nd think 
about the future." As if we need the reminder: . 

Schumer Discusses Peace 

_ Process _at Chanukah· Dinner 
By: Chana Ro�enblatt 

S 
enator Charles · Schudier 

-urged Israel to-c�ntinue" with 
_ a 0peace process _beset with 

problems from within and without 
despite the many setbacks it has 
encountered with its contentious 
peace pa�tner in his k�ynote . 
_address deliver�d at_ YU's Annual 

Chanuka:h Dinner. iii the Waldorf
Astoria in Midtown. 

"My · heart yearns for 
. peace but my head says to be.care
ful," said Schumer, _D- New York. 
He spoke of the many years of vio-

. I 

lence and bloodshed that has char-
acter.ized. the Middle .East peac� 
process. 

continued on page 6 
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YU Plays· 
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Do Jewish Bar-Bands 
· Cormpt Yesh,iva 

Kids? 
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22 Kislev 5761 

University went to 
.a popular kosher 

restaurant recently with a fellow student, 
_who happens to ·be Asian. The two _of 
_them were the subject ·of stares, and as he 
excused himself from the table for a 
moment, another patron in the restaurant 
(who knows my friend, though not well) 
_went to find out about the situation. Why 
was she out with this guy? What's the · 
deal? She did not answer, but seethed. 

Someone asked me recently if I 
regret my decision to come to Stem. After 
all, other colleges could have offered me 
much more in terms of education, career 
opportunities, and campus life. But I 
believe that benefit can be had from every 
situation, provided there is an impetus to 
strive for it. I have gained tremendously 
from my experiences at Stem College; 
learning more than r once thought possi
ble, and becoming involved in a way that 
might have ueen impossible elsewhere. 
Among my only regret,s is· the lack of 

. diversity,'Which goes along with attending 
one of the only Orthodox women's col
leges in the US. 

It is not that there is something 
inherently good about people who are dif
ferent, but that there is. good in new and 
different perspectives. Is diversity tbat 
important? Are we really lacking by liv
ing in our ghettoized places which we call . 
Yeshiva 'day school, Yeshiva University, 
the Upper West Side . and Teaneck? 
Someone who follows that path might not 
realize they are lacking, but it often leads. 
to prejudice and a sense of cultural and 
social superiority. 

I regret missing out on multicul
turalism and the ability to learn about and 
appreciate different backgrounds first
hand. While its true that our student body 
is made up of women from all over, the 
diversity is not prevalent enough to over-- · 
come the dominant power of the Jewish, 
American, mid-upper class and ,orthodox 
majority. We have similar beliefs, ideals, 
lifestyles, and values, which do not lend 
themselves to future acceptance of other 
opinions, or the possibilities that someone 
with differences might · be right too, . or 
dare I say, instead. 

_ I am angry that as niueh as I try, 
my view of the world as primarily Jewish 

. remains. It · is difficult to dispel the 
ingrained notion that we, Jews,. are the 
center of the world. And it's difficult to 
change this mentality .,... when oui whole 

-· lives revolve around Jews in Jewish insti
tutions. Of course, there will be those to 
. say, "its so nice that our whole lives are 
aboui Jews and we are able to create a 
Torah society in exile.''. But it is not nice. 
'when we develop a superiority; animosity•. 
and disrespect for other cultures. We don't 

· · want to associate with the evils of non
Jewish corrupt society, so we stick with 
our own. This is close-minded, preju
diced, and false. I am · not proposing 
assimilation, which some who are reading 
will ignorantly accuse me of, I ain merely 
discussing the importance of acceptance. 
But acceptance can only come through 
interaction, understanding and respect. 

The Observer 
Wishes Everyone 

Good Luck 
on Finals 
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Money. At YU, 
we see it every 
day. In the nam-_ 
ing of buildtngs, 
in the various 
courses we take, 

- on plaqu�s as we 
walk through our 
school ofresf
dence halls, and 
in the selectiqn 
of furniture for 

the dorms. The annual YU Chanukah 
Dinner, which took place two·weeks 
ago at the Waldorf-Astoria, was full of 
it. Mo�ey was the code word of the 

· ev�ning, and boy was there plenty of it. · 
Presumably, to be a good phil

anthropist, one must believe in the . 
cause he or she donates to, and af YU 
this is no exception. For every dollar . 
donated to YU either in someone's 
name or anonymously, there is a phil� 
anthropist with a reason why, an under
lying motive of their reasons for will- . 
ingly parting with so much money in 
return for only dinner and a plaque. In 
fact, _YU put together a video for the 

. Ch;mukah Dipner whi,ch attempted to 
summarize the hopes and dreams of 
Y� philanthropists in ten-second sound 
bites. Most have been active i_n their 
respective communities, and hoped to 

further Jewish education by donating 
-money to YU. In fact, no matter what 
lev�l of religiosity or professional train
ing the donors expressed in interviews 
on the video, the recurring theme of 
their philanthropy was "for the stu
dents." Wl_lether it was to further the 
study of medicine, promote the pursuit 
of knowledge among women, or just 
improve the' quality of life for Jewish 

. students intent on receiving a Jewish 
education, the donors honored at the 
Dinner stated the work they do is for us 
students. 

· Funny, though, that while YU 
was making the video on the noble pur
suits of its benefactors, no one thought· 
to invite a better representation of the 

· very beneficiaries such money is 
intended for. Student selections for the 
Dinner were made on the basis of lead
ership and involvement by members of 
the YU administration, and certain 
"slots" were also given to student coun
cil lead_ers to choose. Not only did this 
lead to favoritism and egocentiism by 
some· in deciding who should attend, 
but it also failed to reflect the true 
nature of,.the student body at YU. 
I'm not d�nying that there are students 
who are extremely active in school and 
extracurricular activities, but sadly 
eJ:lough such students only make up a 
handful of the overall student body. 

My. friend Carrnit nihg was breaking the news to people 
died a few months when I hadn't fully come to terms with it 
ago. Not that the myself. When I first told my friend of my 
paip. was worse . diagnosis, I begari by saying, "I have bad 
than when my news. Are you alone?" She responded, 
great-grandmother "Are we in a fight?" And I m_arveled to 
died, my Bubby or myself at what an innocent.life we led 
my two Zaides that the worst news heretofore was that 

_passed away--but · we were in a fight. 
it was different. Needless to. say, at the: begin
Different because ning, there were a lot of tears. Why me? 
she was a contem- Why did I have to give up '.going to 

porary and contemporaries aren't sup- s�hoor Why did I have to go to the hos
posed to die, not ·at 20 years old. Twenty pital every day? I couldn't think about 
yei;rr olds are supposed to dance at mas- that. Asking the unaswerable question of 
querades, go white-water rafting, and "why" brought me down. But I'm hei:e to 
sing_at birthday parties - as in fact she had - tell you how: How I got thrnugh 
done with me just a few rp.onths befort'_; in chemotherapy, how· I fought · radiation; 
Camp· Simcha. And now, unfortunately, how· I survived . cancer. And the answer is 
_she's gone to a better place while I .sit better than· a,�y perscription the special
here a.I_J.d write, left to carry on her legacy ists can recommend: an upbeat attitude. . 
of an upbeat attitude in the face _of death. 

· 
The secret to success is to go 

And that lesson touched me .deeply;··hav.'." through the treatment with a laugh, and 
ing niyself been diagnosed with cancer . come home with a story to tell. I remem-

. 

_tw{> years ago. 
· . ber, during one · of the numerous tests, 

I didn't understand it at first. watching as the technician wrote down 
What was the doctor talking about?· that my race was Caucasian. I. was very 
Cancer? Me? I was going shopping •that distraught and upset at this ass�ssment, 
afternoon. I had a Torah Bowl match ·the and rea9ted strongly, "I'm p.ot Caucasian! 
next day. -I was· strbng arid healthy. He I'm not Caucasian!" �· · 
had to be kidding. · _· "" . The technician· looked at me 

And then I saw my dad crying. with a blank face, "So what are you?" 
You ha,ve to understand something aJ:>out "I'm white!" I answered. When 
my dad. He never cries. The only·tiine I the technician J?egan to laugh, I became . 
ever saw my dad cry was when my even more upset. Maybe I wasn't while? 
grandmother had died - almost 8 years Maybe all these years I had thought I was 
before. Only then dia I understand that white when I was really part of some 
this _experience was going to be worse obscure n:tce called Caucasian? Maybe I 
than I imagined. . . was even adopted?! . 

. . 

The har�est thing _at the begin- The technician narrowly pre-

Wouldn't it have been more intellectu- · 
ally honest-to invite both student lead
ers and those not as involved, on the 
basis of a lottery, in order to display a 
more accurate representation and give 
less0involved YU students-a chance to 
see what goes into their educatfon in 
the hopes they too will become more 
involved? 

Student leaders may do won
derful things for the school, but often 
enough, are out-of-touch with real 
issue"s and problems affecting less vocai 
students. Events like the Chanukah 
Dinner can bring both types of YU stu
dents together to discuss common prob
lems at school, aJ!.d let more students 
meet and interact with those who make 
their education possible. Dinners, dedi
cation ceremonies; and desserts at 
Rabbi Lamm's house often fail to 
address real issues because they are 
made up. of the same group of students 
again and again. Perhaps if the spec
trum was widened to represent the true 
diversity of the student body, more 
issues .would be brought to the table 
and address·ed. In an institution where 
philanthropy is supposed to go towards 
education for ALL the students, should
n1t ALL the students have an opportu: 
nity to express themselyes towards the 
very individuals who make their 
schooling possible? 

vented my nervous breakdown · by 
explaining to me that "Caucasian" and 
"white" were the same race, in politically 
correct. terms. At this point I ,was even 
more upset because on all my college 
applications; I had passed over 
"Caucasian," circled "Other," and written 
next to it "White." Luckily, I still got into 
Stern. 

But as funny as this story was 
· when it happened it became funnier each 
time I told i.t over, and it made someo� 
ehe feel better to hear this funny· anec
dqte in the face of sickness. If I was 
upbeat, I made others happy, which in 
tum made me feel better. It was a cyclical 
cycle of happiness that could have other
wise been a desert of glo..9µi. . 

I won't pretend that there _ 
weren't emotional issues. I won't pretend 
that it wasn'.t hard. But - learning from 
Carrnit, I know that a good attitude 
makes it easier. Cann.it used to to joke to 
us,_tci make us laugh, and I learned a lot 
from Cami.it. · 

I still don't know the answer to 
why it happened to me,. and probably 
never will. But I can say that looking 
back on it now, there was a lot of good 
that came out of h. I learned to appreciate 
things that i had previously taken for 
granted. When! look back at my sickness 
now, it is not with regret, it is not with 
sorrow, it is not with a question of 
"why?" It was something that was, an 
experience that I had that troly made me 
stron1?;er. It is as Nietzche said, What did
n'.t kill me made me stronger. 
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The Me� n·i n·g .Tosh 
By: Alexandra Beard 
"You must view the world considering that it looked realized� this is Tosh. These 
like a National Geographic' more like a . university beautiful surro,undings are . 
photographer on the job- . bac�ed wfth a .nice ·grant being used as a conduit for 
totally objectively;"· my . rather than a synagogue · my,f�dents and me to 
father wisely explained to basement full of books. And 8i�rve Has�em. Ii then 
me. Three years ago I was similar to· a university, i� '\ccurre? t? me . that, �f 
privileged with the opportu- opened its doors to hundreds c9-urse, it . was tlie 
nity to visit Tosh, an Eastern of stuaents, many from all Sch��n family who 
Eu.ropean-style town in parts of the world, "Why we also understood· the worth, 9f 
Broisband, Montreal, to see build a beautifuJ building for using 1fie physical for the 

first hand how the Toshever the students," the Toshever spiritual, who had graciously 
Chassidim live. Tosh's com- Rebbe has ·said, "is because endowed-Stem College with 
plete separation of men anq if you treat students like this stunning re�idence hall. 
women in all aspects of life, kings, they will understand Tosh taught me a very impor-

th . . how to respect Hashem as tant lesson. The 18 century dress, and peb-
the King." Schottensteins have used that bled roads with the ,stop 

signs in French puzzled me. Dtiri�g our week-· -- lesson to bring it to all of us, 
But only now I _can under- . end stay at Tosh, my family making it into a place where 

stand how much "their" and I were invited to a lun- · we live, sleep fil!d enjoy each 
cheon at a family in the com- other's company. And in the . lifestyle resembles "ours" as 

Jews living in the modern munity. Among the guests spirit of that lesson, Stern 
world. · . were . Mr. And Mrs. Jay College has done the same, 

_ But what impacted Schottenstein, a name all too · er.eating a beautiful learning 
me the most about Tosh ·was· familiar to Stern students. environment in 215 .Lex, use 

their emphasis on the impor- The lunch was typical of the state-ofathe-art computer 
tance of beauty. Not beauty Tosh's elevating the physical labs, and appreciate for your-. 
in the purely aesthet,ic sense, to fhe spiritual: exquisite self',the gift we have been 
as in an end in of itself. food and dishes, and the men given.·. Recall what the 

Rather, beauty as dignity, as sitting in one room and the 'foshever Rebbe said about 
a means to serve our Creator, women in ·another. The after- treating students weli. "Build 
as a tool to channel the phys- noon was enjoyable, but only a beautiful building for stu
ical into · the spiritual. From - three years later did I realize dents because if they . are 

the gourmet food to the mik- its significance . treated as kirigs, they will 
vah that was more like a This year at Stern I understand how to respect 

live in the Schottenstein Hashe� as the King." sports complex than a hole iil. 
a frozen lake, Tosh taught me Residence Hall. Anyone who · The next . time you 
that Judasim is about using · walks into this beautiful nonchalantly_ slump into 
the material for loftier pur- · building can't help but not be those comfy velour chairs in 
poses. And _the people of impressed by its taste and S
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' Tosh certainly accomplished dignity. Every aspee:t of 
this ideal. Schottenstein is made from remember that these places 

·. Putting perspective . the besf of the pest, from the in SCW were created pre
into practice, t�e people of velour chairs and curtains in. _cisely with you in mind, to 
Tosh utilized beauty in creat- the shul to the leather in° ·enhanc� your experience at 
ing one of the fundamental bound tables anfl magnitude Stern, and to bring home the 

symbols of Jewish spiritual of sefarim in the beis . valueable lesson that the· 
life: the beis medresh. This medresh. While davening .in physical is merely a·means to 
house of study was cei:tainly the bei"s .riiedresh on the sec- a greater, more meaningful 
not a house by any standard, ond floor one morning, I end. 
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Human Potential 
: By: Sari Strulowitz I place. I started to reevaluate h0)V I 
At one point in Mother 'Teresa's had performed my acts of kindness 
career, the angelic· woman w·as · all of these · years and how much 
asked how she was able to maintain more I could have helped the peo
such a· youthful appearance, espe- ple I · thmight I was impacting. 
cially with such a. demanding ·would I have even thought to bring 
lifestyle, she replied, "Sometimes a_• a home-cooked meal to someone. I 
good· feeling 'from inside is worth thought about all of the times I 
much more thah a beautician." came home for·a weekend and did 

I decided to po bikur not make the extra effort to visit my 
.cholim my first year ·at Stern. We grandmother. But, people always 
knocked on th� door and were told comment on how nice I am... I 
to "please· come in" by a middle thought of that homeless man who 
aged woman who was clearly an wears a kippah and that I did not 
observant Jew. Mrs. Weiss had even have the courage to look him 
been rusJ:i_ed to the hospital OJle in the eye when I passed by and'aid 
week ago by Hatzalah because she not take the time to offer him a dol� 
was short of breath, and the doctors 
discovered that ·Mrs. Weiss had a · 
disease in which blood clots 
formed on her.lungs: 

For some · reason after 
Mrs. Weiss told· us about her ill-

lat. 
But, theri I began to think 

·about that fell9w student who 
pushed the elevator button for me 
in the cafeteria . when my hands 

· were full. And then I remembered 
ness, she ·opened up to us ·about her once noticing another homeless. 

'life afhome. She told us to guess man eating out of a Stern.Cafeteria· 
how many children she had, with a lunch container. Or that other 
hint asking us if we �ver heard peo- friend who gave up a vacation in 
ple · say that a wo�an . who has · -Florida because he was needed to 
seven sons has a special place in the . work at a. home for the mentally 
world to come. But then Mrs. Weiss challenged instead. I finally srruled 
preceded to tell us that her own &is- to myself thinking about my friend 
ter in law tells her that Mrs. Weiss who just called one night before a 

. will still not have that special place big test of hers to see how I was 
in tht;_ w_orld tQ come because she doing because I did not seem quite 

has seven daughters as well. We right_ earlier that day. -
had a newfound respect for this · So all of· this thinking 
woman with fourteen· children. brought me. to a new conclusion. 

.Suddenly, a well-dressed People really are nice and thought
elderly lady appeared at the door. . ful; they just need that extra push 
Mrs. Weiss w,is sincerely happy to sometimes to realize how much 
see that her.mother in law was the more thoughtful they c_an be. I real
visitor. After all of the introduc- ized that it. was kind of me to go t9 
tions were over, the elderly lady · the hospital that night, but that I 
began fo empty the contents of her ·should not think that I am doing all 
bag onto the patient's table, but first I can· do. I realized that kind acts 
neatly spread a newly ironed lace . are really boundless and infinitesi
cloth napkin on the small standard mal. And that is the brilliance of 
hospital table. Then this great what Mother Teresa once said. 
grandmother placed her finest . Those people who make kind acts 
china and silverware on top of the their life:s mission truly are .beauti-

napkin. Finally, ful. · It really is a simple equation, 
the homemade the mor� services one does for 0th
chicken cutlet, ers, the better that individual feels 
inashed pota� on the inside, and in turn the happi
toes, vegetables, · er and more vibrant the individual 
and dessert were appears to others .. 
neatly arranged This is why when forty
on .the plates. I. five·year old Mrs. Weiss asked me 
was in shock!. pow, old I thought she was; I· said 
This ·elderiy "thirty-five." Only a wonian who 
woman . had devotes her entire existence to four
traveled, in_ the teen other individuals can look ten 
evening, frorp. 

· New Jersey into 
· New York City 

to bring her sick 
daughter·-inalaw 
a . home cooked 
dinner, And the 

yeai:s .younger; even when she is in 
the hospital and sick. This is also 
why Mrs .. Weiss. was sincerely 
happy to see her mother-in-law 

-'because the elderly lady's kind 
actions' clearly spread -joy to oth-
ers. 

dinner was to be ·, Now I challenge you to do 
served on fine :, one extra nice thing for �someone 

china : too!! - else today, and let's see how much· 
, Wow! J thought, better you feel when you look · at 

I was such . a yourself in the mirror tonight. 
martyr for 
_putting off my 
studying for · a · 
couple of hours 
'i'n order to 
brighten · up a 
·sick person's 
-night, boy was I 
wrong. 

T h a t  
niglit'I was defi
nitely put in my 
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By: Devo�ah Helmus 

When approached by the Observer 'to 
trite an article on the_ clothing store 

. _ H&M ;and given a bu�get of $50, · I 
thought it wouid be an inte�estmg opportunity to 
see. what ·· all _ the hype was about since it's 
become such a huge part of Stern popular cul
ture. Additionally it \;Vas the ideal .opportunity to 
update my: somewhat raggedy wardro�e. Since I 
have the fashion knowledge of a flea, I _-decided · 
to write the article ·as a review from the perspec�· 
tive of a spectator. 

l took a friend and . walked ov�r to 
H&M, located on 34th street between sth and 
Broadway, and entered the store·.'_ "Huge!.'. : and 
"overwhelming" wen�· words thaUirst came to 
mi�d alorig with "mayhem" and "ch;ws." The .. 
store is enormous - almost a mini-mall in itself . . 
There are three levels: the bottom fl�or consist� 
of ra;k afte� ra�k of jackets, sweaters, shirts and 
slacks. The main levei is filled with displflYS of 
women's dothing, with trays of accessories off 
to the side. The top floor- ·contains chilqrep's . 
clothing. 

·The overall 1.mpression of _the $tore is · 
like' a flea
m a r k e t 

· crossed with 
!he ' Gap . . 
There are 
tons - of ·peo-. 
ple, tons · of 
racks, and · 
trendy look-

: irig colorful 
c L oj : h i n g .  

· Every t hi n g  
appeared at 

first glance• to 
be \ either 

spandex or fur. There was also glittery silver 
· holiday clothing that looked li�e it belonged on 

a disco floor. Strong _bright autumn colors, deep 
purples, browns · arid pinks caused overwhelm� 
ing sensory overload. I rfalized t4ough, that by 
picking through the racks, a person could find 
some less flamboyant, serviceable clothing. 

There were throngs of pt;ople :every-
- where: Incidentall_y I was· separated from my 

friend; and I never found her after that, Sorry. 
Babette! While iooking at items of clothing l 
was pushed and shoved by_ crowds of aggres
sive, scary, New York ladies. I found mysel£: giv
ing in to the mo� m�ntality Jts I grabbed an arin:; 

_ load of stuff t9 bring in to the dressing room, 
'stomping over an old helpless woman. Th_e area 
in front of the dressing room reminded me of a 
breadline in Moscow. A poor �an in the front 
tried to maintain order; but unfortunately he was 
not equipped_with a stun gup. His only recourse 

· _ was to feebly shout "Order!" in die face of !he 
stampede. 

, I finally got into the dressing room -�nd 
tried on clothing. Oddly enough the sizt;:s avail
able don't cover a very broad spectrum. · Or 
rather they cover· the very broad and the very 
thin, but no one in between-. . However I inan-
ag�d to find so�e things .that _fit me. · 

. . 
. The'y had· .very _ ieas'onable prices. 

. Prices ranged from as· lit�le as $5 for a shirt to a 
maximum of $56 for a ski jacket. . There was a 
buy· ...:One- get- one -free deal oh all marked 
items .. I deliberated, and considered the budget 

of $50 I was _ given. · In the end the :items I -
acquired were the follo .�ing (with the two-for::. 

one deal in consicierati9n): two skirts for $15, a 
cardigan for $25, two t-shirts· for $3.50, and a 
shirt for $13. Grand total � $56.75, including 
tax . . A bit over but I got so much I'll cover the" 

· difference. 
My overall assessm;ent of my H&M 

experience? Positive. It's given me a: valuable 
crash course in New York sociolog;fcal behavior 
· of shoppers (completely barbaric, maybe they 
shou1d rename it S&M) and additionally, though 
the environment is chaos I cam� out with good . 
quality, cheap, warm clotltjng .. _My advice_: Jf you 

. have a lot chime, not a lot of cash, and military 
. .  qaj,Iµpg,.tp�J\ •ij¢'l_M-is:-l! •gqo.d. cppice. 
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By: Romy R(Jsenbaum ; :.,_ ficult, . memory . '.bec;omes showed that , the more . sleep ' er, mote Nigorous and vital. W- .. hat can give _Yo�·a �- i_�paired? and more mistakes : debt sonieone.c�es, and the (Deu"ient 276). . 

. cold, make you happen at work -and at home . . .longer : they carry it, - the -: , . Studies, done by the 
clumsy, make you Speech becomes slurred; and worse they feel. The study · American Cancer Society 

feel blue, and make stuaying reaction time -lengthens. showed that "the lousiness of have found that sleep direc:tly 
for that test extra hard? Activities �uch - as typing -- the volunteers' mood rose affects longevity even more 
�adequate sleep·. Inadequate become slower, and sle.ep tight along with their ac;cu- than other factors such · as 
sle'ep impairs the - immune depnvation.following a week· _mulating ._sleep · - debt" blood pressure, cholesterol, 

- system, · stifles ' learning and · of study can cause students to (Dement- 278). This means diet OF exerdse. A study: in 
motor · fu�ction, ancl con- lose as much as 30% of what that even if somebody slept . Finland_ showed that poor 
tributes to poor mental health they learned (Study by - f9r se�en hours each night, male sleepers were 6.5 times 
as well as hurting your well' Carlyle Smit_h at : Trent · they felt worse the longer the more likely to die, and 
being and your happiness. _ University, Ontario, Canada). sleep diet continued, even_ worrien were 3.5 times _more 
· , All of this might Furthermore, sleep · though they - were sleeping likely to die. than good sleep-

.. soung quite al¥mist and affects our mental state. the .same amount. · - · Tots is _ ers. Other studies have 
overblown-'-but it's not. �adeql!ate sleep causes irri- because they were accumu- sho-;,,n that short sleepers 
�d'<if this seems to ·be new · · tability and m909 �swiqgs 0 lating a sleep debt "This fact have more doctors' visits· a 
information, its. because we One study done at . the implies that even a little sleep year, and get more infections, 
live in a society which usual- University of Pennsytvania debt. will make us feel a little thari those who sleep more. 
ly ignores the n�cessity for produced col,iclusive results.· down, a little stressed, a little _ Finally, according to 
sleep and the ci:msequences . Dr: William C. Dement, a 

. 
less happy than we would be I;>ement, "There is plenty of 

of sleep - deprivation. A leading sleep expert, report- if 
. 

we got more sleep;' compelling evidence sup- . 
Nat1onal Sleep Foundation ed,' "people who get less than , (Dement 278) . . · porting the , argurrient that 
· study revealed ·that the aver- a full night's sleep feel sig- Take notic_e, · most of us are sleep is the most important 
age c,ollege student slpeps 6.8 nificantly less happy, rp_ore . walking · around feeling. pre_dictor of how long you 
h.ours each night. Students stressed, more physically lousy wjthout understand- wiU live, . perhaps more 
experienc_e tremendous pres- .frail, and more mentally and ing that this- isn't how . we important than whether you · 
sure to . do it _ all- school, , physically exhausted as a have to f�el Just as people ·_smoke, exercise or have high 
extra-curricular . activitie,s, · result. Overall scores for think its normal to feel sleepy blood .pressure or cholesterol 
family, and a social life. _general mood and vigor while driving, while siting in ievels" (Dement 262). 
With limited hours each day, declined steadily over the · a hot morn, or after a · meal, · Now you know you 
something has tci- give; and test days. When t4e volun- we probably think it is nor- need sleep for your' health, 
__that's us,ually sleep. But if teers were allowed to get 

. 
mal to feel as cross as we do, wealth and happiness. So 

· students knew the conse- more sleep again, their mood to be . as easily irritated at - stay · tuned for your next 

quences of too little sleep; . sc:ores quickly _bounced back small annoyances, to feel as . inst�llment of the sleep 
they might act differently. to near what they had- been · if we are just goirig through _ chronicles to _find out if 

With lack . of sleep before'; (Dement, The . the motions all day long. you're sleeping enough and 
the !;>rain �slo�s down; _ con- Promise Of Sleep 277). This research suggests that · ' to learn how to sleep better. · 
centration suffers, simple But even more · lo�ering sleep debt can 
tasks becoine much more dif- . importantly, the study · make us feel '.better, happi� 

I 
• 

� �ight _Wing Youth Group Tries to 
- Reclaim Former 'Glo_ry 

B,y: Miriam Colton make Israel appear brutal in . for the weekends. We -must Jewish Defense Leagu·e 

Wliile trying , to ._ the eyes of the world. Arens . get involved and take the (JDL) . _but ,they didn't do_ 
rejuvinate itself to a_lso described how the future ofthe Jewish people in enough. I'm going to try .out 

_ its .former glory as Intifada, _ the years of our hands.-" Betar." Ariela Dworetsky, 
one of the premier right wing · Palestinian unrest · and vio- The leaders of Betar from Long Island, also came 

/Jewish youth, Betai- sponored · lence beginning in 1987, sue- and : the organizers of the to hear Arens and Klein, but 

a public forum · aimed at - ceeded in producing pictures event were satisfi�d-�ith the was not especially impressed 
inspiring youth activism in of �upposed _ Israeli brutality turnout and the effectiveness with the speeches and felt . · 
light of die current violence on television. "We must not of the forum. "We used their almost forty-five minute 

_ in Israel. The forum, cospon- accept the lies Arens' sta- speeches · were too long. 
sored by the Zionist of the TV and tus to get "They've· got brains, but 

Organization of America . the media," he - students _ io they're not great speakers," _ 
(ZOA), � .  featured , Moshe emphas ized .  attend and to she said. 
Arens: a memb�r of the "We must get a data- At 

. the end of the/ 
Israeli Knesset ''There is a respond." base C of . event a spontaneous meeting 
_state .of emergency in Israel," T h e : young peo- _, of a dozen students gathered 
declare<J Arens. "Now we .. evening . also ple," said to discuss future events; such 
need -Betar and the United _ f e· a t u r e d S a g i as the mass demonstration to -
States." 

The forum was held 
at the ZOA , );>uilding- in 
Manhattan; with. an audience _ 
of about one hundred and 
fifty, most of whom were stu-. 
dents. The topic of the forum, 
"What CNN D_oesn't Want . 
You to Know," was aimed at 
_educating the audience on the 
truth_ regarding Israel and the 
Middle East; thereby poping 

· to arouse them to activis�. 
· ·, 

. Moshe Arens, _ for-
mer Israeli Foreigl). Minister . 
and Defense · · Minister: 
explained how in the past 

- decade the Palestinians have 
. effec;tively turned to civil 
insurrection, terrorism . arid 
propaganda; · intended to 

speeches · by Goldberg, a take place February 22, 2001. 
college stu- volunteer af , "Get the word out," said 
dt;nts · who are leaders -ih Betar, surveying the crowd. . Sari Strulowitz, a student at 
Betar. Aaron Horwitz,- a Recent Betaf activities ·have · · Stern College. "We want to 
freshman at : Columbia included rallies in support of create a huge movement" . 

University, explained how he ; · Israel, raising money fo_r fam� 
was motivated to become an ilies of kidnapped Israeli sol
activist, and descri_bed his diers, holding weekly discus
experiences the previous year sion groups, and·most recent-
in the Israeli' army. Horw�tz ly, organzing" the mass 
explained how in the past few upcoming trip. to lobby in the -
weeks he - has ·· turned on the Capitol. 
TV only 'to ·see friends and Matt - :Qelsky, an 
former- comrades fighting in American-Israeli junior at -

I 
' 

·Gaza; boys who only want -a Lawrence High School, c�e 
normal and enjoyable life. "I with three friends to hear the , 
had to do sometfiing," said fam�d Arens and to show his 
Horwitz, _ rallyii:ig tp.e . audi- _ support for Israet "My mom 
ence. "People · our age are used to be in Betar, an_d my · 
fighting; guys who just want _ Dad fought in the Yorn 
to have fun, hang out with Kippur _ War,". _ explained 
their girlfriends, and go_ home Belsky.: "I used to be in the 

Write for 
Shivim Panim 
Stern" s Torah 

Journal .  
Submit to 

Tamar. Bacon or 
Lea Colton 

BRH 4A 
Leacolton@ hot 

mail .com. 

Second Annual Stem Literary Contest $100 for the best poem and the best short story 

AU are invited to submit work 
Winning poem and short story will be published in the Observer 

- Deadline: April 3rd, 2001 
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Higest Rate of· Fainting __ .Stern Seeks 
A·ccre-.ditation 
from Middle -

Stat.es 

Occu�s in Stern - .College 
Students l!'aint While ·Donating Blood 

By: Debbie Bienenfeld 

S tern College has the highest rate of 
fainting in the NYC area, says the 

American Red Cross, who comes to . 
Stein College about every other month to 

take a pint of blood from each willing 
individual. 

Although it depends on situation 
and circumstance, in a group of seventy 
donors, there are between two and five 
who faint. Typically, 
the drive at Stern 
· attracts over fort)'. _ 
women. Typically, 
there are approxi
mately twenty 
women who pass 
out. Thts· time, on 
December 11, when 
the Red Cross came, 
they took all precau-
tions. 

"Did you 
eat this morning?" asks Felicia, a blood 
technician who has_ worked at SCW ' 
before �d knows th� situation. It's a stan:

dard question, asked by at least two peo
ple before the donor is allowed to sit in 
the chair. A simple nod of_ the head does 
not suffice as· it once did. . · · 

"What · did you eat?" She asks 
accusingly. A bagel and juice gets a nod 
and welcome to the lourige chair, a "I 
drank half a juice" gets a point to the 
snack table and a "go eat. I'in not sticking 
you till you eat enough." · 

Why are Stein Women more 
prone to fainting than anyone else? 

Elliot, the Blood Team manager 

thinks, "the women tend not to eat 
enough," and Felicia echoing him says, 
"ya'll don' t  know hoy.r to eat!" Plus, if 
iron is not high enough or she does riot 
weigh enough (minimum weight is 110), 
the donor is more prone to sickness and 
fainting. The best way to prevent getting 
-sick, says Elliot, is to drink three cups of 
fluid and· eat something . balanced . . 
''Volume is important." Eat a bagel ·or 

cereal, or even if you 
want to eat fruit, eat a lot 
bf it. 

Add it i ona l ly, 
for the . week · before 

donating, someone with 
propensity to faint should 
eat .foods high in iron: 
raisins, leafy green veg
etables, and red meat all 
will suffice. 

Felicia also 

thinks its psychological. 
Women -get worked up 

· and nervous about giving blood. Once, 
the second she stuck a donor with the nee-· -
die, the donor passed out. · "They _get so 

worked up and then their bodies just can't 
take it, so they shut down." 

Its too bad, says Elliot, "since 
when someone has a bad experience giv
ing blood, she i!;> not likely to give -again.:' . 
Felicia· agrees. "People don't want to 

come back and donate,''she says. 
"Let me just say," says Elliot of 

. the December 11 blood drive, "the 

women this morning are doing great! W� 
appreciate all the donations and we want 
yqu to feel comfortable coming back." 
So eat! 

By: Kayla Klatzkin 

S 
CW is currently in the process of 

,bein� evaluated for accreditation. 
According to Dean Bacon, 

"Universities undergo · comprehensive 

· evaluations approximately every ten 
years. We are currently preparing for 

· such an evaluation: Our last full accred
itation visit oc'curred in 1991 and our 
accreditation was reaffirmed at- that 
time." 

The Middle States Association 
· of Colleges and Schools (MSACS) is 

the nonprofit organization which pro
vides such accreditation. It is one of �ix 
organizations which together accredits 

_ colleges and schools across the cour,try. 
For over 75 years the _organi

zation has worked •in the Middle 

Atlantic States Region to maintain stan
dards· of quality education. MS ACS has · 
a , unit called The Commission on 
Higher_ Education (CHE) which is 
involved with evaluating and accredit
ing SCW. As with other colleges, CHE 
examines SCW· as an inst_itution, rather 
than examining specific programs. · What exactly is accreditation? 
According to MSACS it is "the affir-

SCW :Students Angered at 
Basketball _Blunder 

. 
mation that a school provides a quality 
of education: that the community has a 
right to expect and the education world 
.endorses. Accreditation is�"the affirma
tion that a school provides a quality of 
education that the community has a 
right to expect anc( the education world 
endorses. Accreditation is a means of 
showing confidence in a school's per
formance." CHE's standards are set 
above the basic federal requirements in 
oroer to push institutions· to achieve 
high standards· of ac;:ademic excellence. 
Accreditation is a voluntary process, 
yet if colleges want to attract students 
and acquire a good name, accreditation 

By: Nili Epstein 

S tern students have been . voicing 
their 'displeasure with the adminis
tration because of the cancellation 

of a basketball class. Basketball, one of 
the more popular Physical Education 
courses offered at Stern College, has been 
taught for many years by Jenny Sarasohn. 
This past year, Stern hired a new teacher, 
Kim Taps, to teach the elementary, inter
mediate and advance

·d courses in basket
ball. However halfway into the semester, 
the class was cancelled and the students 
will not receive any credit for the class, 
though they have been attending regular-

. ly. Seniors who will be graduating in 
January were given the 6ption to take a 
different Physical Education course, but 
the rest of the students were not given that 
·option. The students are extremely upset 
about the , amount of time they put in to 

the cour�e and are disappointed that they . 
will not receive credit- for their effort. 
Several had worked their schedules out so 

that they would be able to take basketball, 
and missed out on opportunities take 

other courses that may have been of inter
est. 

Mimi Sc;:hechter, from the guid
ance· department at SCW said that Taps 
was pregnant, but athletic director Qr. 
Zernick had spok�n with her numerous 
times and had conf1rmed that she would_ 
be able to attend all the classes. After it 
became clear that Taps would not be com
ing consistently, the administration 
worked very hard to find a replacement, 

but to no avail. "We're very sorry about 
this, and it's very unfortunate; bu't the . 
administration tried very hard,'' said 
Shechter. · 

Sara· Trappler, a iunior at SCW is necessary. 
said that '.'the teacher failed to show up There are . many standards 
consistently from the beginning . of the . . which sew must meet in order to 

Schumer 

- semester. This wasn't a problem that sud- become a candidate for· accreditation. 
denly occurred half way through the Among the many requiretpehts are, 
semester; so [the-administration] -should accoiding to -MSACS, that an institu. 
have at least cancelled it e_arlier. On top of tion must, "Provide appropriate student _ continued from page I 

• that, notices were not posted on the many services and student development pro- Sp�aking of his impression� bluntly, 
occasions that the coach

_ 
did not show up,

_ grams consistent with· student profiles; Schumer pointyd a finger both at the broken 
so the class never knew 1f she �as ?ere or prgvide sufficient library/learning and promises of Arafat and the Palestinians and at 
not and we would have to wait for noth-

other information resources ·and ser- the _naivete, of the Israelis. 
ing." vices to support the· nature, scope, and "When Arafat spoke on the, White 

"She only showed up twice to level of -program offered; provide key House lawn, he didn't talk of peace or of their 
the advanced class, and never showed up administrative_ support in the major hope of working together with Israel," noted 
to the beginner class," said Adina Levine areas of institutional operations." the ' Senator. "He only spoke of how the 
a Junior at -SCW ''It's just not fair· that it · ' _ Prior to _ meeting with CHE, Palestinians would prevail. It was like a blast 
took the school until the middle of the sc·w must determine through a, self- of cold air." 
semester to recognize tha( this was riot study process how well these accredita- Senator Scjmmer expressed his disil
working·out." tion standards are being met: Next is lusionment with the implementation of the 

Students were · relying on this the peer review, where .the commission agreement. "Israelis were aiways naive rn their 
basketball class to count toward physical appoints various experts to evaluate the longing for peace, so in each stage of the 
education credit and it seems now that self�study, and the college . itself, process, Israel gave up land and jeopardized 
they have wasted hours of theiJ:_time_ for- through meeting with various adminis- the lives of Israeli citizens,'' emph�sized 
notlling. A number of students specifical- trators, students, faculty and members· Sc;humer. "But Arafat did nothing." 
ly did not take other classes on Monday 

of the community. Nevertheless, Schumer believes that 
anc;l Wednesday nights because they were "By the way," says a reassur- we must stick by the Oslo process . .  "Even 
relying on the credit from the class. jng Dr. Silver about the process. "We' re though it's messy," admitted Schumer, "it's the . The members of the advanced not in trouble .. .lt's routine ." For SCW, best there is." 
basketball_ class are particularly irritated, all are confident, that with its high stan- "As long as we do'n't ·give up hope, 
since they played basketball every . week dards in all areas, tllis accreditation then I truly believe that in America as well as 
and feel that their.effort should be 1eemed process is nothing to worry about. � Israel, Ain Yisrael Chai." 
worthy to receive credit for the course. 

· - - - - - - - - - -
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News of ·oress Code 

Shocks· Some, ,Pleases Others 

Mock Tri�l Team Initiated at 
By: Sari Moskowitz S CW has always prided 

itself on its numerous 
extracumcul� activities. 

From the Debate So_ciety to the 
Chemistry Club, most SCW 
students have been able to find 

examinations, as well as open- preparation of the actual mock 
ing - and closing statements. trial case, the mock trial team 
Half of the team serves as the also requires · a great deal of 
'lawyers', while the other half administrative work. When 
act as the 'witnesses' in a case . asked about all of the effort that 
of liability that centers around a it took for the team to-material
f�tal accident on Mount ize, captain and founder Adina 
Everest. Levine reflects her dis�ppoint-

. . 
By: Ayelet Rivka Jaye There's .a dress code??" says 
. &tunned sophomore Ciyia: 

_ Goldberg. 
Surprise! 
Many students, like 

Goldberg; sincerely were · not 
aware that th.ere is, in fact, 
a dress code for Steni -. 
College students. · Thdse 
students who did · la)ow
about it usl!ally were 
unable to accurately arti2.
ulate the rules of die dress 
code, but everyone had a 
lot to say on the matter. 

Firstly, to clarify, 
the official dress code, as 
printed in the official 
memo distributed, is as 
follows: "Yciu will not be 
permitted - to enter the 
classroom building · in 

institution." 
Many focus on the more 

dignified environment the dress 
. cooe creates. ''.I like the dress code 

because they're trying to establish. 
a certaj.n kind of enyironment con
ducive to Torah .learning. People 

act in a certain way 
when they're dressed 
a certain way. You sit · 

· differently when 
you're wearing a sl9,rt 
th.an . how . . you'd sit 
wearing pants ' and 
you're also perceived 
differently. Even in 
secular: society. skirts · · 
are ·seen as more for-

, m_al,'� says Abigail 
� Maien . (SCW '02). 
Tova Strahlberg 
(SCW '02) chose to 
come to Stern 

pants, short · skirts or Modeling t�e 
sleeveless garb." code 

dress "because I wanted a 
. religious atmosphere, 
and wheQ students 

don't follow the dress code that 
The dress code is . 

art extremely touchy subject. 
Stem Women get very excited anci_ 
emotional when the· dress code is 
brought up, · working _themselves 
up into heated arguments and 
shouting matches over the laws of 
modesty. Interestingly, though, 
the dress code as established by 
the administration is not specifi
cally aiming to reflect the laws of 

. tzniut (defined loosely as mod
esty), but rather, as · the memo 
states, to: -"sustain the· distinctive 

,character of the Stern College. 
Community." As Dr. Kap.erfogel 

_explains: "My ' impression is th�t 

atmosphere is diminished:" 
Many also - feel that as 

long as there is a dress code, it . 
should be fully enforced. "The 
impression I've gotten is that the 
dress code isn't enforced, but I 
_think 1f the school makes rules, 
they ·shpuld be enforced/ says 
Rachel E·sses ('04).' One sopho
more, Jessica Levine, says that it 
"undermines the authority of the 
institution" when . the school 
"sends us rules . about the dress 
code and then girls don'_t follow 
it." 

the dress code was put into effect However, many feel that 
as a school regulation as a matter . it is enforc·ed, and are not pleased 
of kedushat hamakom (lit. "holi- about_ it. Super0senior Ilana 
ness of the pla<;:e)." Regardless of Kasten says she has had "negative 
the administration's ii:iteQt, experiences" in which she feels 
though, the . women usually -link she was treated rudely by staff 
the dress code automatically with . members for wearing pants, and 
the laws of tzniut. one time she says she wasn't 

There's a reason why it's allowed . to register for classes 
such a sticky subject. If one would because she was wearing pants. 
point out, for example, that in the "It's pu,shing it a bit.that .you can't 
official Stern College "Resident's get help from- the offic� if you're( 
Handbook" it says: "Observance wearing pants," remarks J�ssica 
of shabbos is a prerequisite for liv- Russak (SCW '02). 
ing in University Housing," (Rules But whether it's enforced 
and Regulations, vm ) nobody 
blinks an eyelash. No one would 
every say: .How· dll!'e they impose 
keeping shabbo.s on people? Yet 
. plenty of students say : How dare 
they impose laws of modesty on 
us'.? There is something about tzni
ui that touches people in a very 
personal, essential way. The fact 
that it can)ncite semi-riots reflects 
how significant an. issue it is: 

The opposing sides of 
this issue realistically reflect the 
di,versity · that exists among Stem 

· students. Many are · positively in 
. · favor· of the . dress code. "Because 

[Yeshiva Univesity] is a religious 
. institution, ' it has to uphold .. the 

· standard o'r what orthodox· religion 
uphold," said one·· sophomore. 

. Atara Sender (SCW '03), �grees. 
'.' [The dress code] is a matter of 
self respect and respect of 'a Torah_ 

or not, -the reality is that a dress 
code is most definitely in effect in 
Stern, and a lot of people • are 
unhappy about it, for sev�ral rea� 
sons. One reason is that women 
feefthat the laws of tzniut should 
not be imposed if they're not com
fortable at that level yet. · Senior 
Pamela · Kleinman ·sensitively 
pointed ·out that "they have to real
ize that [these restrictions] are dif
ficuit for s_omt people ." One 
:freshman, Raquel Green, says: 
"There are different levels of 
observance and everyone . tries 
their hardest, so [laws of modesty] 
shouldn't be i,mposed on anyone . 
This is a schoolfor. every type of 

. Jew, and everyone should 'feel 
comfortable · here. · Many worilen 
are coining . here to be in a rel1� 
gious environment but they don't 

. want to feel uncomfortable." 

·. prografl)s and clubs that they 
find interesting and exciting. 
However, . while the�e has 
always· ·been a club for people 
fascinated with biology, psy
chology and physics, there has 
never· been a club for · people 
interested in getting a hands-on 
experience of the legal field. To 
meet this · need, Adina Levine, 
SCW junior, decided to form 
SCW's first mock trial team. 

"I think its an important club 
that provides prefaw students 
with t� experience they need 
and want," remarked Levine. 
"I'm frankly surprised that nei
ther SCW nor YC has ever had 
a mock trial team before." 

The seven members of the
mock trial team work hard-with 

· .  the help of their coach, Stacey 
Schwartz, a lawyer from New·. 
York City to prepare their case. 
the participants · must prepare 
direct examinations and cross 

Like the dozens of New ment that "the administration 
York colleges and universities did not provide more guidance 
that _ already ·have mock trial in bringing this important activ
teams, SCW's team joined the ity to our·school." She explains 
national college : mock trial while she was forced to miµce · 
association, with YC following every decision on her · own, 
in esta�lishing a �ock trial .. : without the-guidance of a facul-
t e a m . , ty member. Richard Woolf, a 

However, 
this year SCW is unable to par
ticipate in the national competi
tion, because the tournament 
takes place on Shabbat. To 
resolve this_ conflict, SCW will 
be hosting up to ten teams in its 
owh weekend-long invitational 
tournament at the end of 
January . . 

. In conjunction with the 

YC senior and founder of the 
YC mock trial team, echoes 
Levine's sentiments; but admits 
that despite the _ hard - work 
involved, he is "looking for-
ward to . the intramural toumaa 
ment." 

While the SCW inock trial 
team has yet to try its first case, 
the project can already be 
viewed as a victory. As -Dafna 

. Schindler, an SCW sophomore 
. and mock trial member states, 
"mock trial is a great diversion 
from boring schoolwortc. I'm 
finally able to learn aiid have · 
fun at the same time." 

-{!nnec�ssary Security at SCW_ 
By: Toby Joso_vitz According to Bums Security . and .Stern 

It's a busy morning as students sprint out of College, there g; a need for these seemingly extra
Brookdale, running past the d!lncing ballerina, neous elevator operators. "As of now, there is no 
attempting to beat the flashing 'don't walk' . way 'for us to shut off access to the elevator on 

sign at the corner of 34t4 and Park. They storm other floors," says Don Sommers, Head of 
into the main building all at once and then the Security at Stern College for Women. "The build
µoldlip begins. ing has vacant floors_ where construction is taking. 

:rea_chers complain about student tardi- place, we don't want to risk the security of our 
ness. Five minutes, they can understand, - but ten students by allowing anyone to come off those 
or fifteen is unacceptable. They are, howeYer,' as elevators." 
frustrated as the students. Dr. Joanne Many students are happy with 
Jacobson �ays that her students are . the level of security and consider it 
ten minutes late to class because to be one of the numerous benefits 
t_here are eight checkpoints on the Stem College has to offer. "With the 

·way in; (This is an approximation). heightened situation in the Middle 
While all agree that security is nee- East and the increasing threat to 
essary, and no expense should be Jews all over, I feel comfortable . 
spared, some think that:equal empha- knowing ·. that the extra security 
sis should be placed on other impor- "------__;_-"' , guards are there to protect us if nec-
tant issues: such as education. yssary," says SCW sophomore Ariela Dworetsky. 

"There- is an odd allocation of energy," When questioned, security personnei 
says Jacobson.- Stem College seems to need paint have expressed _their concern for the safety of the 
jobs every' few_ weeks, and there is also a lack qf ·students and ·feei that there should be an even 
chalk an_d erasers in the school. There are, howev� greater increase i� s,ecurity. They are constantly 
er, two to three people to greet students and pro- assessing the need for precautions around cam
fessors at the door of each building, ·and to· pres·s pus, placing guards wherever they feel it neces
elevator buttons to save time, continued Jacobson. . sary. According to one security guard, who wish-

ls it really necessary to have four secti- es to remain nameless, "there can never be too 
rity guards operating the elevator in 215  much security. The building can only be protected 
I,,exington? Is _there really a need for a security if there is significant manpower'here to patrol the 
uaro on ever elevator to ress the button? area." 
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Vertical I_jimit Could Use 
a Limit 

By: Deborah Bienenfeld ence- to be manipulative. He puts. fame 

-Acting Saves _ the Play. in SCW· 
By: Stephanie Golglani 

J
ekyll and Hyde, is the 
story of a man who had 
everything in life and 

lost it all when he per
formed an . experiment .on 
himself which unleashed his 
inner demons. In · the first 

members · bored. The acting 
though, serv�s as a tempo
rary remedy to the script's 

· _flaws. -. The character most 
effective in masking the 
writing flaws is Christine 

Five people hang by. a rope off a before safety, himself before his girl
mountain thrashing and screaming friend; he is a bad .guy with a� history. 
in the first scene. And. then there Planning goes awry and they are trapped· 

were three. And then there were· two. in a ravine, dying from the moment they 
Already at the edge of its seat, the audi- fall. But help is on the way. 
ence is gripped, and stays gripped. This· Peter organizes a rescue mission 
is gonna be good. and, using the most able recluse in· the 

But as with these types of · -area, Montomery Wick; they start on 
movies, which ·are niore 'interested in their not-so-very-merry way. 
pulse acceleration than about plot devel- • ·Of course, there are many more 

<;letails. In fact, everything in the filmis a 
detail beyond the somewhat clich,�d plot. · 
The characters are dynamic and fraught 
with possibility, but the possibility dies 
with each one of them. The subplots are 
too numerous and we don't feel that we 
get to know any of the characters suffi
ciently . . 

· week of its American debut, 
the actors were laughed off
stage. This is the mystery of 
Broadway. How could a 
show _be strong in · one 
place and stumble in 
another? 

Metcalf, a retired · soldier 
who keeps quiet and is 
extremely elusive, accom
panies Mrs. Boyle. Then 
there is Miss· Casewell, a 
twenty-four year old loner 
with a painful past. Finally, 
_an elegant older woman 
with · a foreign accent, 
Paravacini, arrives.- She is a 
shady character and is·· used 
by the playwright to keep-

· Wren; This part, played by 
Rhonda Spector, thoroughly 
emaptures the audience due 
to her eccentric nature and 
ZaJ?,Y antics. It breaks up the · 
monotony of false accusa

tions and flirting with 
admissions of guilt, until, _ ), 
her character, too, suc
cumbs to Agatha 
Christie's teasing. The 
play then.moves on with 
more accusations until 

opment, Vertical Horizon lacks sub
stance. Peter and Annie Garret, siblings, 
find themselves in the Himalayas togeth
er, after successful avoidance for tlu:�e , 
years. Peter is a photographer for 
National Geographic and Annie a cham
pion_ mountain climber, on the cover of 
Sports Illustrated magazine. 

Annie is enticed into climbing 
K2, a dangerously high mountain, with 
the entrepreneur EUiot Vaughn,, who is, . 
as it turns out- no surprise to the audi-

The rest of the story is filled 
with explosions and cliffhangers. The 
stunts and scenery are believable, even if 
the �plot is not. The audience . gasps on 
cue; :but ultimately, there is no bond 
formed with the characters. They are too 
elusive and there are too many of them. 
When one of them (who we've been sus
picious of from the beginning) turns bad, 
we are not surprised and we really don't 
care. 

Bo�om-line: its pun:ly superfi
cial entertainment. So sit back, relax (sort 
of),. ahd enjoy the show. 

A g a t h a  
Christie's Th,e 
Mousetrap has , been . a 
play that has endured 
half a century being per
formed on the Lond()n 
stage. Its popularity in 
the United States, like 
Jekyll and Hyde, has not 
rivaled its success . in 
England, and ori Monday 
night I realized why. The 
Mousetrap is a murder mys
tery where every one of the 
characters is a suspect. The 
first guest is Christine · 
Wren/ a 22-year-old archi
tect who is clearly "off her 
rocker". Next comes Mrs. 
�oyle, quite uptight and a . 
natural malcontent. Major 

the audience guessing as to 
who the · murderer '. is. 
However the play seems as 
if it were written with the 

· audience in mind. The play 
overtly casts doubt on each 
of the characters' . morale 
and location on tb,e night of 
the murder. The Mousetrap 
leaves nothing for the audi-

. ence to think about or even 
figure out, leaving audience 

the climax · is . reached 
. and the murderer·found. 

The play was 
quite interesting, though 
I . left feeling frustrated 

as to how much better it 
could have· been if only the 
writing hadn't been so flam
'boyantly obvious. The 
appeal of a murder mystery 
is the mystery itself. When a . 
writer takes the mystery 
away� it compromises the 
play as a whole. When I did 
focus on the acting, it was 
apparent that the actors had 

· fun with · their parts. They 

Jewish Bar-Bands· _Play for Yeshiva-.. Kids � 

By: Sara Trappler 

The scene at the Wetlands is not an 
uncommon one for a New York 
City dance club: Swarming crowds 

dancing, smoking and drinking together as 
the band rocks the night away. · What is 
unusual on an evening when the Inasense 
band, now known as Soulfarm, plays at. the 
Wetlands on Hudson ·street, is that many 
of the teenagers· getting high, drinking 
underage and stage diving are Yeshiva 
kids from very observant homes. 

They are at the club to · see 
Soulfarm perform, because they recently 
heard them play at Jewish concerts and lis. 
ten to their CDs sold at Jewish bookstores. 
Bands such as Soulfarm, who play to both 
Jewish and secular crowds, performing 
Carlebach songs at Jewish audiences and 
original rock songs at mixed crowds·,. have 
been given the nickname "Jewish Bar
Bands" because a maj9rity of their perfor
_mances are held in bars and clubs. 

Binyornin Ginsburg, leader of 
Th,e Binyomin -Ginsburg Trio that -plays 

' . 

, Who is Responsible ? 
simcha music, feels that Jewish Bar-Bands 
targeting Orthodox teenagers who are not 
yet 
set in their ways are responsible for the 
potential danger these kids are confronted 
with. He also feels that as a -

the West- Side Institutional Synagogue, the • The · Piamenta Band performs 
oldest Orthodqx synagogue in New York both ·in ;the Orthodox community and the 
City, ·is putting on its annual "Chanukah secular world. The issue at stake is not one 
Stock" performance, this year featuring · concerning the content of his musical 
the Soulfarm and Piamenta bands. Last · express10n, but him playing at the 

year, the concert held Wetlands and the Knitting Factory, anoth-
800 -people, many' of er New York City club. His performances 
them SCW and Y C  stu- present two problem�; he performs under 
dents; and had s_eparate · the same name as the one widely known 

community we need to be 
more responsible. Ginsburg 
fears that these Yeshiva kids 
will return to the clubs to 
hear other Bands and they 
are not at the point where 
they know how to draw 
boundaries. "Good _music 
from the heart I'm in favor 
of, whatever .style," Ginsburg 
said. "The issue is not the rock 

Moshav Band 

. sections for the young · by the Jewish community, and flyers in 
men and women to Brooklyn Yeshiva neighborhoods adver
dance. Aaron tise his performances at these clubs. 
Braunstein,, the vice Yeshiva kids who otherwise would not_ 
pr�sident of the WSIS attend clubs are attracted by these adver
and chairman of the tisements, and are allowed to enter the 

Chanukah event, said · Wetlands even under the age of eighteen 
that he does not allow the on a night when a Jewish band is perform

music [of Jewish bands], but where they 
are choo�ing to perform, and to who." 
Ginsburg believes that the question to ask 
when featuring a · band to an Orthodox 
audience is where else they · play their 
music, riot how they choose to ·express 
themselves. 

, - This Chanukah, on December 23, 

bands to aqvertise at the synagogue_ their 
future concerts at clubs. "I try to keep it as 
Glatt Kosher as possible," he said. "A hip 

. band that can play at bars can also play 
religiously. The main focus is to follow 
Halacha and make a Kiddush Hashem and 
show that religion is fun, or else we'll 

· never attract Ballei Teshuvot." 

ing. ''I would never put up a rock band and 
sell it as kosher," Ginsburg asserted. "As 
an artist I net,d to express myself . . .  but [I] 
don'l need to market it to this crowd." 

. Ginsburg believes that Jewish Bar-Bands 
should call themselves by different names 
than they do when performing at syna
gogues, and should not cross-promote the 

continued ori page 12 
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By: Michal Leah Kanovsky S platters - of paint are 
thrown on a sheet mixed 
together by. a soldier and 

his girlfriend making love. The 
· colors cover their'bodies in dark 

greens and browns as their faces 
glow in perva
sive pleasure. 
An hour later i rt 
the same sol- ·?: 
dier is again 
covered m 
dark green 
and brown, 
but .this tune 
from mud as · 
he tries to res-. 
cue wounded 
Israelis from the· fields during 
the Yorn Kippur War. 

Amo_s _Gatai's film 
"Kippur" follows none of the 
conventional story telling struc
ture's. . There is no plot. The 
characters are never fully intro
duced to us. If there is a climax, 
I couldn't tell. Gatai's purpose 
is to give the viewer a taste of 
what the war in itself was at the 
time it was, extraneous to the 
wider political implications that 
only became apparent in subse
quent years . . .  In doing so ffe 
ignores the main figureheads of 
the day, such as Golda Meir and 
Moshe Dayan. He also _ignores . 
the enemy, as not a single Arab 
is seen in the entire film. • The 

continued from previous page 
conveyed how much they loved 
being on stage and it carried over 
to the - audience and made the 
audience more interested. In 
totality, the Stern production of 

. The Mousetrap was impressive 
c·onsidering the confining script. 
Understandably, it is very diffi-· 
cult to choose a play that could 
be converted to an all-women 

war was not about the political · 
figures or ·the em<mies; it was 
about the average Israeli. To this 
end Gatai zooms in on an aver-
age soldier and the unit he joins 
temporarily for a few days. 

With the . camera . 
foc,used ·on . the 

s o l d i e r  
Rl!sso'.s head 
and Arabic · 
music in the . 
background, 

·Gatai tries to 
show us what 
words cannot. 
The film is · 

one . of silence . 
and imagery, the 

lines such as "We don't load the 
dead onto helicopters" are there 

. to serve as a background chant 
akin to the music in other 
scenes. Gatai \vants us to see the 
humanity of his soldiers. . He 
allows us small glimpses into 
their struggles, their hopes, and 
their fears. His choppy style, 
though, does not allow us to · 
understand them. Gatai wants to 
show us war; he tries to exhibit' 
the colors of war, the sights_ of 
war; and the sounds of \Var. But 
perhaps that, too, is too much to 
expect to be able to give over in 
a film of two hours . The only 
thought I · had after sitting 
through this movie w,as that war 
is painful and so is this film. 

cast and therefore the choice of a 
play, which has been performed 

. in England t9 great success, 
seemed like a good idea. 
However, · before a choice was 
made, someone should have 
learned the lesson from Jekyll · 
and . Hyde: what is good for 
England is not-necessarily good 
for America. 

By: Sarah P. Cate · Her voice is simply enchanting 

For years, my friends have and _her performance was as· 
made fun of me bt;!cause I well. She . plays the ' lead in the . 
always knew arias . from trag�c · story of a fickle young 

operas, their composers, •. and aristocrat wh_o finally falls in 
their plot lines. it's not a genre love with the one young man 
that most people are familiar. whom she cannot have.. Her 
with, but why is my knowle_dge lover is played by Gerard 
of opera so odd, when most of Powers; who was truly over
my friends can _recite all of the shadowed- by Grasso's vocal 
lyrics from their _favorite songs? · · superiority. Although Powers 
I suppose it's because I can dis- · wonderfully . complemented 
cuss opera with my parents' Grasso during du�ts, he is rather 
friends, and not mine. Whatever weak when singing alone. 
the case, I was thrilled to finally The. story is set in 
hear and see La Traviata, at the France, and follows Violetta and 
New York City Opera. It was, ··in Alfredo over the course of four 
a word, fabulous. mqnths. Violetta is a hopeless 

For years, I've tis- · flirt and hosts many lavish par
tened to Kiri Te Kanawa· sing the ties.. At one of her brilliant 
part of Violetta Valery, and for . events, she meets - Alfredo. 
the soprano to even come· close Although_ she likes him initi�lly, · 
to lier rendition of the perfor- she rejects his love. for a life of 
-mance is quite a feat. Virginia hedonism. The next act shows 
Grasso displayed an incredible them happily living together, so 
range oj :,:ocal depth. aAd .:1gility. . pn� .. . �1>sumes that she cp.an,ged . 

Observer . 

By: Sarah P. Cate 

T_he Metropolitan Museum 
of Art has several exhibits 
of interest this· month, 

which will · continue over the 
next couple of months. One of 
particular fascination is the 

· Egyptian Chalice from 
925 B. C.E. from Tuna el

Gebel 

"Egyptian Art at Eton College: 
Selections . from the Myers 
Museum." This is the private 
collection of Major William 
Myers, · who donated the copec
_tion in . Its entirety to · Eton 
College, an exclusive young 
men's preparatory school. The 
collection is composed of . 

. BCE, and a doll with beaded 
hair. The doll dates from the 12th 
Dynasty, and the Middle 
Kingdom of that era. She is 
made of linen- thread and faience. 
There is exquisite detail that is 
inscribed qnto· the doll's· body, 
and all the pieces demonstrate an 
extraordinary degree of beauty 
and detail: Some of them have 
small magnifying ·glasses in 
front of them to show the carv
ings. The exhibit will be at the 
Met through the end of January. 

The second exhibit of 
interest is the '"La Divine 

"La Divine Comtesse ", 
phtographs ofthe

Countess De Castigfione 

ancient Egyptian art pieces. The Comtesse': Photographs of the 
majority .' of the collectiOI! is Countess de Castiglione." The 
objects of a substance called · Countess .de Castiglione was 

· faie.nce, meaning·delicate, and is considered. by most . historical 
made of ground quartz or quartz authorities to be the most beauti
sand mixed with lime and . ful woman of her time. She was 
natron, a kind of salt. Water is the mistress of Napoleon ill and . 
then added, and a paste is made infamous for her numerous love 
and put over a mold. It is meant affairs·. Pierr'e-Louis Pierson 
to imitate turquoise .or lapis photographed her in a very raw, 
lazuli in appearance. Myers col- unadorned way, revealing her 
lected faience objects of rare and fantasies and narcissism. The 
historical importance. He donat- collectfon is well worth viewing, 
ed the collection to Eton because as it details the ascent and 
he was an alumnus. ·Among the . · demise of . one of Italy's most 
art pieces are a model of a coffin, powerful · women. One can see 
dating from the 1st millennium that she did indeed live by her 

her mind somewhere along the Although Violetta · is heartbro
way. · Their lifestyle, however, is ken, she agrees and leaves 
causing Violetta financial diffi- ·Alfredo, without giving him the 
culties, and she is surreptitiously real reason for the ·separation .. 
selling her belongings to cover ·, Violett becomes ter
the immense debts that they ·minally ill, and Alfredo learns of 
owe. When Alfredo learns of . her illness and her unwavering 
this, he rushes off to Paris to pay affection. He travels quickly to 
all of the debts. In the mean be with her, and Violetta imme-

Scene from La Triviata 

while, Alfredo's father invades 
their home to demand that 
Violetta release Alfredo from his 
commitment to her, so that ·his 
younger daughter's good· name 
is not besmirched through their 
illjc;.i\ living arrangement. 

diately assumes a more healthy 
appearance. His arrival is too 
late, however, and she dies in his 
arms. 

Based on a novel by 
Alexandre Dumas, Giuseppe 
Verdi's opera is timeless, 
although written in the mid-19th 
century. The emotions and char
acters are, although dramatized, 
very realistic. Verdi's music is of 
course the most.timeless element 
of the entire piece. From begin
ning to end, the melodies are 
uplifting a'nd thrilling. In addi
tion, at the New York City 
Opera, the Italian lyrics are 
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cousin Carnillo Cavour's words, 
"Succeed by whatever means. 
you wish- but succeed." 

Of particular note are 
the _photographs that expose the 
Countess' legs. Her head, how
ever, is not shown, revealing her 
desire to shock, but her unwill
ingness to be vulgar. In all of the 
photographs, the Countess does 
not smile, perhaps out of a desire 
to reII1ain · mysterious to those 
who saw her. This · exhibit is at 
the Met until · the - end of 
December. _ . 

The third exhibit that 
is of note is "Queen Victoria and 
Thomas Sully," which is at the 
Met until the end of December, 
as well. Thomas Sully was an 
American portrait artist; who 
lived from 1783 until 1872. He 
was commissioned for one year 
to paint Queen Victoria and the 
exhibit shows his work. The 
works show a young, beautiful 
Queen Victoria, elaborately 

Queen Victoria by Thomas 
Sully, 1838 

and sumptuously adorned with 
crown and robes. The exhibit 
includes- items from his trip, as 
well as a collection of related 
works by other artists. 

translated into very readable 

English on ·a large screen above 

the • stage in red lettering. 
Although it is initially distract
ing, the English lyrics add a 
deeper dimension of understand
ing and enjoyment to the opera 
experience. 

Although La Traviata 
is no longer playing at the New 
York City Opera, many choice · 
other operas will be · playing 
there next semester, including La 
Boheme, Tosca, and Rigoletto. 
Tickets can be obtained by call
ing 212-307-4100. Performances 
are Tuesday, Wednesday, 

. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 
nights. There are also weekend 
matinees. Don't be intimidated, · 
just because your parents like 
opera. I promise- there really is a 
-reason to enjoy fo� yourself in 
person. 
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Do . Worrien Get Paid Less·- _ 
in- the _Wo;rkplace? 

By: Masha Lapina doing substantially the sami; of weekly earning bring� the One of the givens in any work. And by any measu,re, difference between men's and 4iscussion about wage . worµen have made_ stunning women's wages to 16.2 cents trends in the US is that progress · ii1 breaking down . an hour instead of 23.5 cents . . there is a " large gender gap barriers on jobs and pay. . By that measure, women's which · is patently unfair. · Government surveys median hourly earnings m Labor Department figures show that women now make 1999 were 83.8 percent of show that women workers · up almost 2? percent • of men's . . , earned . only 76.5 percent as - lawyers and judges, compared much as men in full-time jobs t� 16 percent in 1983. They duri1.1g 1999 - up from 62.5 make up 59 percent of accounpercent two decades before. tants, up from 39 percent. And Still, it is far enough behind to they make up 17 percent of . suggest that something needs police officers, up fr�m 6 perto be fixed and soon: cent. Their n{!mbers have However, a growing risen · dramatic,ally in fields group of ecpriomists are chal- where only a few decades ago lenging the gender-gap . fig- they were barred or else were a ures, .contending that · they small minority, from physi-· overstate the differential cians and college professors to· between,men's and women's purchasing managers and (to pay, and arguing that little of . lesser exfent) construction 

As for the rest of the gap, the study asserts, much of it reflects 0th.er factors, not bias. With some exceptions, women still tend to have less· experience, to work in occupations that traditionally ·are lower paying and they often interrupt their careers to have children. 

the genuine gap actually stems workers. · · 1 • • 

from wage-discrimination. So· what are the rea-

Economists Diana Furchtgott-Roth and Christine Stolba have found that the average hourly earnings of women aged 27 to 33 who have never had a child amoup.t , ''The factors that lea·d sorts that the statistics show to pay-differences between this huge .gap in earnings of women and men are extremely different sexes.? A new study difficult to measure," said June · conducted at the Federal O'Neill, -�ho headed the non� Reserve of St. Louis safs that partisan Congressional Budget almost a third of wages gap Office from 1995 t,o 1999. comes because the Labor There were actions, · Department figures are · based however, . on the part of. on median weekly hours and Congress to correct the imbal- don't account .for the fact that ances in jobs and pay. . In women generally work few�r 1963, .Equal Pay Act prohibits hours each week than men.employers _ from paying Calculating the · gap women less than men for using hourly earnings inste�d 

-.to 98 percent of what men earn, even before accounting for training, experience and occupation-choice. To be sure, attributing part of the gender gap to workplace realities such as · job-experience, occupation choice and childbearing rather than discrimination by employers does not . solve the problem of the gender gap . issue . • Society must still find the way to achieve equality. inthe workplace. The ·BUZZWord for Financial 
Dis�: . -Fecl,'s Inactivity. Premdential Elections· Affect 

the US Econ<J�Y 
By Masha Lp,pina. election had an effect on markets, Treasury Today, many people wonder whether Secretary Lawrenc� · Summers said. the legacy of this year's closely con- Americans, too, reacted iri blase fashion. A tested US Presidential Election sour New York Times/CBS poll showed that 62 the climate'for coritinueq prosperity. That . percent of Americans thought that market is a growing possibility as �e natfon moves was not affected by the election. _ towards the end of the second ·month since Some analysts also figure that the Election Day. Stephen S. Roach, chi�f _ · with fiscal policy effectively blunted, figeconomist at Morgan Stanley Dean Witter, ure, the Federal. Reserve . will continue to worried that if the election wasn't resolved hold the reins on managing the economy. soon, the damage could become more acute that should avert any - major clash over as uncertainty. upsets spending and tax policy financial markets - between the Fed and and spills over to hurt Congress. The prospect of the real economy. protracted litigation would "This election issue is be enough to counter any a big deal," he said. sort of rally that would. be . To be sure, worries likely to develop. That in. about the election turn could. prompt con-process have had only. ,sumers to . cut .back on a fleeting impact ori ·spending and eventually investors so far. crimp business capital The dollar slid briefly just after it spending as well: became clear that the . election would drag . Analysts say that prospect has on, and the stock mark�t has been uncom- become ·au the more wo¢.some' in- the face fortably volatile. Although both the Dow of recent signs that the recovery may ·prove Jones Industrial . Average and Nasdaq. more fragile than had been thpugh, with Composite Index have falkn, analysts say. some forecasters now predicting a sharper the election . wasn't the spoiler. Indeed, slowdown than they did only - a  few .weeks some investors seem jubilant at the thought ago. Many analysts raised their eyebrows that the close v9te - and a narrower · . earlier this month by . predicting that the · Republican margiit in Congress - is apt to decline in stock prices so far this year could ensure gridlock. cause a US and global recession in 2001. "The election thing• is a . distrac- While other forecasters cl!en't quite that tion," said John Forelli of Independence bearish many have ]?egun paring back their Investment Associates in Boston. "The predictions from the· "soft-landing" seeunderlying reason y.,e are down is earn- nario that they previously had foreseen for ings." "It's. very hard t.o see any clear evi- a decidedly more. sluggish performance denc/' that th·e-umisolveci us'preslde:ritial. early next year.' . • . . • . . . . ♦ •, 

By Masha Lapina further, the Fed · introduced a new fold, 
E. veryone was waiting with their "financial conditions," in its statement mouths . . open on November 16th. for the firshime. That means that corpo\Vhat were tpey waiting for and rate credit crunch is happening. Credit why w.as the news so crucial? Well, now spreads are tightening and loari standards of all -times, with so much uncertainty in becoming more stringent. However, t\ie the economy the only certain player is the . . senior economist at Chase Securities, Jim Fed, so the decisi�n on the interest rates Glassman; says: "WideniJ?-g _spreads are a was absolutely critical to the financial sign the credit markets are working. I markets. Finally, the Fed has . spoke�. . would worry if spreads weren't widening The rates were to remain the same for at when the ecqilomy slows down." least until the• next meeting. The market .. So while the Fed is · formally took it in and- reacted. Now it's the time biased toward higher rates; it;s watching · to look ahead. , situatlons tliat could ultimately lead to It was expected that the Feds . lower ones. Increases in bad debts perwould be inactive on the inter<:!st rates· . form a dual purpose, according to Tim and the retention of its outlook tilted Bond, head of interest rate strategy at toward the likelihood of higher inflation. Barclays Capital Group in London. What caught some _ folks off guard was "First they provide factual corroboratiol). the central bank's reluctance to suggest a for the theme of corporate.credit deteriomore balanced outlook going forward, a ration that is visible in the upgrade/downbetween-the-lines neutrality. Judging grade data and in the general tightening from the behavior of the Treasury yield of · credit conditionst : Bond says. cure with long-term bonds out-perform- Secondly, �d maybe even more imporing short-term notes, and the missives . _ tantly, ."they reinforce �he perpetuation _of frorri Wal! Street research ·departments, the tren?, banks are bemg forced �o \Vnte the statement was interpreted as a reluc- ' off �r dlSP,OSe of bad loans are .unlikely to tance on the Par! of the Fed to •respondi).1 favor a generous ext�nsion of new credany way to the slower-growth unfolding. it.;, The statement, while npt Whether. it's psychology, ·infla-ambiguous; l_eft adequate room for inter" tion expectations, .. worker · insecurity,· or . pretation. Specifically, is the reference to pervousness about lending institutions, a period of below�trend growth a forec.ast. , today's economic situation is the· utmost based on .the past rate . focreas�s and pre-, concern t� policy-makers . . Even though, sent data or is jt the Fed's desired coµrse? they kn0w that financial ·. cnses are '.not · Supporters Qf the non-accelerat.- like "run-of-the-mj.lr' recessions, which, ing inflation. rate of unemployment theo� · · with a little demand stimulus evaporate, . ry believe that .after a period of above- they still have to':tigure out th� way to hit trend growth, whatev�r. that is, the econ- the soft landing and get.back ·up." 
�:�t::!���i �rf tt-����ii�:�:��-: '._ -. -, ·- -. . - , .. - . ·. 'c··� , . •  - - -� 

. . . -------��---�------- ---
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· vivor.s: liberators, res
--euers: an:ct'_ other .eyewit0 :· 

nesses .
. 

-of .- the . 
' 

Holocaust." The testi-
mony "-is for inclusion in 

, .repositories arid uriiver- .r 

: s'ities worldwide, [as 
well as] .historical and 
sociolog�cal . re�ea,rch, 
and the development of 
educational mate�ials ." 
:As of November 18th, 

. intervi�ws on recbrd.· 
"SHAAL AVICHA V'YAGAYDCHA"· the foundation had 50,175 

By: Lisa Helprin · In teiins of what the world at large is·doing to 
h I 1 · · I 1 comm. em.orate and b·e.ar witness to the Holocaust, Mr . . 

. w en was earrung m srae 
for the year, my grand- Weitzman commented that last year in Stockholm, a 
mother passed away. She · conference took place of eighty countries to discuss 

was the last livirig Holocaust survivor · ways to remember the Hol_ocaust now and in the com
in my family. Though it is not sonie- ing generations. -The countries came together and each 

thing any . of us wish to think about, . in the near future, . pledged that their government would enact some sort 
my family situation will become rep;esentative of the , of · Holoc .aust memorial to commemorate the event. 
worldwide Jewish community . . The generation .of ."It won't Sohre .everything," said Mr. Weit2:man, "but 
Holo...£aust survivors is. slowly . disappearing. Soon, it's a w';tershed when we look at years .a:go when no 
the�e will be. no living witness to the µorrors of the one was interested in-looking at [the Holocaust] . We 
Nazis and World War Two. Though the Holocaust is .. .see today it . has become an interest of the Western 
the most well-documented event .in history�_ .as the,. ' World." Mr. Weitzman commentedl though, that for a 
future of Klal Yisrael, the n,�pons'ibility r�sts pn our political. leader, Holocaust commemoration should 
shoulders to make sure the world. remembers. · never bec6!11e . "trite and political'.' - · such . as a . simple . 

Martin Goldman, the Director of the Office of · vjsit to a museum, and kal vachom�r· for us Jews. 
Survivor Affairs in the-United States •. Holocaust To conclude, we must remember, "Shbechol Dor 
Museum, recommends the following co�rse of action. Vactor · Omdim Alaynu L'Chalotaynu, V'Hakadosh 
"Learn,. read texts and memoirs, talk t� survivprs." B�ch Hu ·Matzilayn� Miyadalll" - That .in every · 
The Associate Director of Education at the Simon generatjon, someone rises up against us_ , and Hashem 
Weisenthai' Center, Mark Weitzman, urges the saves us from their hands . ·Each. month we lose 1 % of 
younger generation "to maintain a connection _ to the . Holocaust survivors. The . generation of . 
event." He continued, "That means not just knowing Holocaust survivors dying out is a reality we must 
broadly what happened, but having a good •sense." confront head on. These are people who had the phys-

, Mr. Goldman also suggests .that survivors write down · · ical and-emotional koach to rebuild their lives after the 
their stories for later generations . . At the . museum, horrors of World War Two, and Who everyday tell the 
sixty-one survivors work with experts in the writing world that Adolph.Hitler Y ''S did not win. They bore 
field, and together put memories down.on paper: for .all witness to the salvation of Hashem, and to the day-to
future generations . . · · day miracles He showed them to allow them to sur-

·"' Another such program- is the Survivors of the vive. The 4.ifo�aiion is clearly out there, it is up to us 

. Shoah Visual History Foundation, established in 1994 · to seek it. We owe it to them, to ourselv�s, and to the 

· by Steven Spielberg after hi.s filming of Schindler 's future of Klal Yisrael to take responsibility and pre
List. The Foundation, according to its' website, was pare.to pass the torch by listening to their stories and 

,,.established · "with an urgent mission: to chronicle, hearing what they have to say while we still can. 
before .it was too late; the firsthand accounts of sur- . 

.JA 
-_I' 

• . 
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.Political H·avoc 
W.reaks Is-�a-el 

· By: MW _ _ serving in.the Knes�et now. .B. .  . inyarnin' 'Netanyi!hu . Sharon, . . in . his 

and Ariel Sharon, the speech, said that as Prime 
_ .  . · two contenders for the , Minisfer, he w_ould establish a 

·· Likud's top spot, addressed · national emergency govern-
- the ·Likud · Central ment, with Netanyahu as 

Committee. Netanyahu ' Deputy Prime Minister and 
lashed out at the political and Foreign Minister, and Labor 
security - approach of the . leader Ehud Barak as Deputy_ 
Barak government, and ·Prime Minister ahd Defense 
promised· to. take a "different Minister. The pai:ty members 

approach" for _peace - one greeted the proposal with 
· that would demand long-term derision. 

quiet from the Palestinians .The . Likud voted to 
before. l].anding· them any ter-� . allow Netanyahu to run for 
tit�ry. Greeted with ·Ioud _ -the leadership of the party - in 
cheers , Netanyahu .. praised · elections next Tuesday - .even 
Sharon for the way he-ran .'the . · th<;mgh it is not c�rtain that he 
party in the past year · and' a will- be allowed to run. He is 

. half, and promised to work currently disqualified for run.:' 

together ..yith him no matter , ning for Prime Minister 
wp.at the final results of the because · he is not . a Knesset 

· primaries would be. He - .Member. The Kne_sset �oted 
. attacked Barak: "You today, however, to approve 
resigned as Prime . Minister the first draft of a bill allow
only in order to run again? ing a non-MK to run - infor
The entire public reali.zes that mally called the "Netanyahu 

this is simply a trick to ·-hold law"" - and will probably pass 

. on to power.: .  Your conces- its first reading this after- -

sions have led to· an Intifada noon. Another scenario in 
- and lynchings . . .  I will lead to which Netanyahu would be 
a cold peace - with. the able to run is if the entire 
Palestjniaris - because we Knesset is. dissolved, leading 

· have to recognize the reality." to general Knesset elections. 
Netanyahu said this in How.ever, this · possibility is 

- response to Barak's . recent beginning to·�ppear.more and 
resignation . _ as · Prime more unlikely, as Shas and 
Minister, a move which legal- Labor - fearing the results of 
ly enacted a·law which inain- a . general election - are 
tains that anyone who is not against such a p�ssibility . 
currently apart of the Knesset G o ·v e r n m e n t 

. may _ not -run _., for Prime Minister Binyamin Ben
Minister in the . upcoming Eliezer· said that his party 
election. NetcJ-nyahu is not . agreed·to the Netanyaliu law 

continued.on page 14 
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Lack of 

Supp_ort for-

Lady Macs 
By: ,Debbie 
Michaels T� a d ;  

M a- c s  
are off to · ·an 
exciti_ng sea
son. Exciting 
b�cause of the 
4-3 · record. 

· The Macs are· 
a team which 
is �trong, 
skilled, and 
tries it's hardest until the end result. 
Like many students· in Stern, I . never 
went to a Lady Macs basketball gatne. 
The evening of November 21, the 
Mac's played :against Baruch Colleg�: 
The game (which I attended) was excit
ing, and the Mac's p�lled away with a 
winning score of 63-46. The next 
game that they played against the 
College of New Rochelle and won 84-
44. Surprisingly, with wins like this, 
games should be pac'ked with Yeshiva . 
students. 

Unfortunately, the games at 
most get 10 students . . Why i's this? _We 
should go and support our winning 
women's basketball team, not ignore 
them. Show support for your basketball 
team. The next home game is Tuesday 
December 21, at Central High School 
in Queens, 7:30 p.m. If wom�n come 
to this game and support Stern's win
ning basketball team, then they will 
feel like they are playing for not only 
their school but they will feel like they 
have support from their fellow class� 
mates. For this game, the Athletics 
Department will supply a bus and if 
you would like to go, you. can sign up 
in the office of student services. Come 
and support your team and show them 

, that Stern College - is behind them. 

�alei�escape _ in 

Bryant Park 
By: Sarah P. Cate 

The Barnum and Ringling Brother's Circus has 
decided to. present New_York City with a win

, ter circus . experience. Set up in three heated 
tents in Bryant Park, the Kaleidoscape Circus, is more 
than you usual circus. There is a dearth of animals, 
but a plethora of fun and features not involving crea
tures. Set to the music of a live band; the tent is filled: 
�ith an assortment of sights. 

The show ·has contortioni_sts, trapeze artists, 
jugglers, -and gymnasts. In terms of animals, there are 
a few, but those are really just a gaggle of misbehaved 
geese. There was ' a set of

v
six white horses that per

formed pretty incredible . feats, to the· whop of the 
trapeze artist. She was 'incredible, contorting her body 
gracefully and effortlessly into various poses, and all 
at an immense height above the_ ground, while sus
pended "in mid-air. 

The circus also sports clowns,' who actively 
involve the audience at every ser of the· way. There is 
a particularly hilarious routine where th� main clown 
picks fo:ur participants from the audience, and has 
them juggle plates. The whole audience dissolved 
into laughter. 

Tickets range from $25 ·rp $75 and can· be· 
. obtained by ·calling 1-877-9BARNUM. The circus 

will be performing at Bryant Park until December 31. 
... 

Observer December 19, 2000 

Fassel 's - C
_
rystal Ball 

·scores a Touchdown 

By: Sara Lampert Three weeks ago, New 
York Giants head coach 
Jim Passel stood up and 

declared that the team W01Jld 
. make the playoffs. Some fans 
wimder,ed what Passel had been 

. drin)cing. The Giants had just 
come off two consecutive losses 
and were 7-4 with the 
Arizona · Cardinals, · 
coming - up in a 
·nationally · televised 
ESPN Sunday night 
game. Apparently the 
coach's words sat : 
well with the players.· 
The Giants dominat
ed the Cardinals . in 
every · aspect of the 
game winning by a 

onto the field to attempt a field 
goal with a little over a minute 
remaining in the fourth quarter. 
He missed and the Giants won 

. the game 9-7, putting the 
Re�skins at 7 -6 and the Giants at 
9-4. 

Was Fa1,sels predic
tion going to come true? Around 

Giants camp was a 
feeling of happiness. · 
Beating · their hated 
rivals was sometbing 
the Giants needed to 
prove they were for 
real. Next up was the 
Pittsburgh Steelers, a 
team corning to Giants 
St<;1dium above .500 
with a 7-6 record. 

Week 15 came with 
score of 31 to 7. .9 Ron Stone of the the Giants continuing · 

Many . fans NY.Giants to play up to Passels 
were thrilled but were prediction.The Giants 
aware that the next game on the 
schedule could be · compared to 
the Giants own "superbowl." Up 
next was the expensive 

. Washington Redskins team: This 
was do or die for the Giants, it 
was time to prove if they could 
beat a competitor, a good team, 
as opposed to teams all under 
500: 

The result · of the 
Giants- Redskins game was the 
firing of Norv Turner, the coach 
of the · Redskins. In what proved 
to be a_ battle of the defenses, tlie 
game came down to 44 year old 
kicker Eddie Murray · coming 

defense held up and allowed 
Jerome Bettis only 39 yards 
rushing, and Pittsburgh didn't 

. score a touchdown until 
"garbage time" when. there was 
no chance of a victory for them. 
The Giants won 30-10 in a game 
in which the Giants thoroughly· 
dominated on every side of the 
ball. 

. This is all very exciting for 
Giants fans. The Giants have two 

. regular season gaqies ahead of 
them and at 10-4 it just might be 
that the rode to the . Superbowl 

, will .be going through the 
Meadowlands. 

Music Corrup�ing Jewish Youth? 
continued from page 8 

Wetlands even under the age 
of eighteen on a night when a Jewish 
band is performing. 

"I would never put up a rock 
band and s�ll .it as kosher," Ginsburg 
asserted. "As an artist I need to 
express myself . . .  but [I] don't need to 
market it to this crowd." Ginsburg 
believes that Jewish Bar-Bands sho .uld . 

· call themselves by different names 
than they do when performing at syn
agogues, and should . not cross-pro
mote the two types of concerts. "It's 
ce_rtainly not religious music and it's 
being marketed as religious music:" In 
addition, these bands makt? their con
certs at times when people in the . 
�ewish communities are lookini fot 
entertainment, like on Jewish holi
days. 

An SCW junior, Michal Leah 
Kanovsky, was recently asked to help 
publicize a concert at the W:SIS, 
specifically to high school students. 
She asked · whether the performing 
band would be advertismg gigs at bars_ 
and clubs to the high school kids who 
would att_end, and mentioned that she 
felt uncomfortable advertising to these 
students if that would be the case. · 
Kanovsky was offere4 no assurances 
that this would not occ).lr- and realized 
that the band would promote itself and 

• its future engagements to the entire 
present a!Jdience. She declined_to help 
wlth the advertising ·for the event. ''.I 

can understand how such a band may music," and "delivers .it all with a fla
justify the�selves," Kanovsky said, vor some ·like to call Middle Eastern." 
"saying things like 'well, these kids Th_!! Moshav Band says they have 
listen to secular music anyway, better "repeatedly . sparked the fire of 
they . should listen to a Jewish type. of Judaism in the hearts of students and 
secular music,' or 'these kids would young adults around the world and 
go to bars anyway, better they should look forward to bringing their exciting 
go to a bar to hear a Jewish band and . show to . your community." On 
socialize with other Jewish kids. '  Soulfarm's website they say their 
However, I think that this is a weak band is "New American music, with 
justification . . .  These bands ·are doing rhythms you can hear on any neigh
the opposite of kiruv, ·they' re bringing borhood . corner in any_ city . . . . 
the Jewish souls into the impure Soi.dfarm has ignited a wide fan base 
places.". that regularly sells out Manhattan 

"It's really ·up to the bands clubs like the Wetlands and the Lion's 
where they want to play," said SCW Den." 
freshman Alia Kay, who is a fan of the "I've been to the Wetlands 
Moshav Band. "I -think if they want to . when certain Jewish bands . play," said 
play at clubs and target a different Kanovsky, "and the Jewish kids who 
· audience, then that's up to them. But, cpme there are religious kids who are 
there's a lot of Jewish kids who go to not there·to- hear the music, rather they 
their concerts in shuls and it's inap- go th_yre to socialize . . .  The solution to 
propriate to expose them to things kids socializing in destructive areas is 
their parents wouldn't want them to be not -to offer them less · destructive 
involved with.". areas, rather the solution· is to offer 

· Soulfarrn and the Moshav · positive environments and severely 
Band both have members who are limit the destructive areas that are 
bi;others _ who grew up . . on Moshav open to them." 
Me'or Modiim in Israel, founded by Soulfarm quotes T.S . . Elliot . 
the late Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, and on their website who said he believed 
whose music was greatly affected by . · that good music_ is "music heard so 
Carlebach. The Moshav Band pro- . deeply that it is not heard at all, but 
motes themselves_ on their website as you are the music ·while the music · 
being influe�ced by Carlebach music lasts." The question is whether this is 
in addition to 60s music, while music that Yeshiva kids should bt a 
Soulfarm says to play "New American part of. 
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By: Mike Berezin and · 
Greg Samuels· 
We would first like to 
say thank you to all of 
you who wrote in with 
· your accolades and 
kudos. We hope that we 
have done some good 
for many of you, _and ha;e been enter
taining to most of you .. Over Toe
Mechitza is here t?· help you. ��o, v:e 
would like to reID1Dd yoll that Nlike 1s an 
eligiqle bachelor and is indeed looking. 
Please send all. inquiries and resumes for 
Mike, along with your questions for us to 
gskyl�2@aol.com 

Dear MIKE AND GREG, 
I ani 20 years old, and still clue

less: how do men think? It's obviously 
very different from the -way that we 
members of the smarter sex do. · 

The Man-Hater in Midtown 

First, we don't ask questions 
like that. It really doesn't help anyone or 
solve any problems,. There are several 
other ways testosteronal 

1
thought differs 

from estrogenic. For starters, guys think 
in terril.s ·of getting-things done, and done 
quickly. We want sports, fo�d, and 
Viking Uuber-babes. All tfu.ngs are cate
gorized as things that -either bring a guy 
clqser to or send farther away from_ these 
Big Three. We are simple creatures that -· 
operate in a highly logical and, s_traight
forward fashion. We are big, cuddly and 
lovable, and ape-like in our primordial 
stupidity._ That is why women love us. 

Upon discussion of' how much 
we know about thought and femininity in 
today's·women, and after reading Little 
Women, we have come to the following__,, 

conclusion: we have no clue how women 
think; and Louisa May Alcott needs to •. 
add mo:re violence and sex. Yet, we 
should probably start with what we do 
know. We .know women are born better 
at language �d stuff, but on a practical 
every-day level at college age we have a 
lot to learn. Women in Stern College are 
often confused, they can be .uncomfort
able with their bodies, their thoughts, 
and their opinions. Self-esteem can 
sometimes be a problem, and in regard ·to 
that, you have to feel good about you. 
This is the unabridged versioQ: of male 
thought in motion trying to "solve a 
problem" that women 'Just want to talk 
about." 

Dear MIKE AND GREG, 

a lot of times, I feel fat. I'm 
not fa:t, and I work out ·on a 

· regular b�si,s, fa,1t n6 .in_atter 
how thin I ani; I see ·guys 
going after, girls that are 

· naturally skinnier than I 
· am. Do guys really like· 
anorexic girls-how skinny 

· is too skinny? 
Jenny Craig in Brookdale 

Dear Ms. Hori�ontally-Challenged, 
Sorry, but you deserve that.. 

· Bi:thbie once said don't ask silly ques-
. tions, or else you're gonna ·get silly 
answers. We grew up seeing and playing 
with barbies. Most normal boys didn't, . 

. but Wy' did. ·Toe long ii Waited point of 
this story is that society has given i.uinat, 
ural ideals in regard to women to today'.s 
men. There is. Barbie with 1Jnrealistic 
curves, Pamela Anderson with her dis
proportions, and Oprah Winfrey who 
keeps changing sizes. All this leads men 
to -dream the dream of a woman who is 

· as u�eal as she is irnperlect due to her 
· 1ack �f imperfecti�ns. 

. 

, _Truth be, told, a guy want a girl 
who is healthy-physically and emotion-
ally. Wp.ile we are firm believer� in 
someone for everyone, men and women 
alike can .stand to look .their best. 
Working out and eating healthy .is 
important, b\Jt first and foremost guys_ 
want a girl who believes that she is 
attractive. We don'.t want_ to marry a 
skinny girl who looks emaciated. On a 
side note, the waifish heroin chic look 
went out when the Kate Moss phase 
ended. 

This leads us to the point that 
while women are often _hesitant to admit · 
it, they too are frequent connoisseurs of 
the exceptionally beautiful opposite sex · 
specimen. One of _us was walking 
through th� city once with a few female 
friends, when out of the blue, one called 
out a "B.!' TIJ_ey were playlrig bingo for 
girls. Bingo ,for girls is a ·game in which 
you get a letter for each :'hottie" th�t you 
see first and call out. Girls and guys 
both get Austin Powers-like sometimes, 
but it only proves that the 60;s never 

· really died. In the end, you must realize 
-that you are beautifuL In her own way, 
each woman was blessed with a certain 
beauty that all guys who get to know · 
them grow to see. Son:ie beauties are 

,. 

e11sier t9 see than others, but_ ulti111ately 
all can be seen. 

·until next time Stern College, 
I know·this sounds contrite, but . . this is Mike and Greg. 

Israeli _School· E,nrollment Decrease 
continued from page 16 
attend Israeli overseas programs go to . 
Hebrew University arid Haifa University. 
Another type . of program that sends . 
Amedcan students to Israel is t�e 
Birthright Israel program. Univ�rsities in . 
the United States . tha( h�ve a Hillel, the 
national Jewish 

Director of Hillel at Baruch. "We've seen 
students selected and then back out," said 
�izofollahoff. When· �sked if this is relat
ed to ' the current situation in Israel, he 
answered, . "yes, students have said . it'.s 
directly related." 

Other 

.yu.· ·Paitel JlD .. �Curre·nt 
- ·- . ,. .. --: . 

�Mid-east Crisis in� I�rael 
By_ Alex��dra Beard : . : ,'.:·Barak, . . Arafat,- , and to blame, according to 

C. ·onflictihg views - 'President C�nton. "Camp Shacham. "The Arabs 
regarding the wel- David \vas a turning point have tactics to make them� 
fa.re for the State of because Israel tried to se� a selves· into victims by. 

Isr�el and hopes for .peace -perm;ment status agree- using children as victims," 
during the present Middle ni.ent with Palestine, b�t he explained. "They 
East crisis were expressed they refused to . consider encourage. violence and 
at · Yeshiva University's · our proposals," - said - terroriSIJ?. , by releasing 
Israel · Club Panel S4itcham. "As a . result, Jihad and Hamas prison-
Symposium, entitled there was a change in ers· and · still hope that 
"Prospects for_ Peace in image of the Palestinians, Israel_ will withdraw from 
Israel." The panel, on and the inteniational ·com- the territories, but they are 
_November 15th, com- · munity recognized that wrong." · ' 
· posed of four experts on . Palestine was ·in a non- .:· R o  s e n  b 1 u m  
Middle · Eastern affairs, . . negotiating mood." alsci ·. · . blamed the ':-,. , 
represented· varying opin- According to · Palestiniaps for the pain 
ions on how Israel,· the N a6mi · ·weinberger, • felt in the Middle East. 
.Palestinians, · · and ·the · Director of the U.N "There is no one wit,� ;;, ··4":'. 
United States should act in · Studies Program at wliom to talk, because 
order to ensure the best' · Columbia · University, Arafat is a liar and a 
interests of all involved. . Arafat'.s refusal to com-'. cheap," .Rosenblum ·said. 

Israel's current promise with · Israel at ·• "Israel _needs a message 
wave of violence and its . Camp, David . shocked the . . fron:i Barak to cut all ties 
causes served as the basis · United States arid the with the · Arabs." 
for much_ �f the panel's . · international community. Nevertheless, Rosenblum 
discussion. According to "At this point after the lost 

.
. recognized _I�rael's rnle in 

Dr. Daniel Pipes, director prospect of peace at Camp contributing to some 
of the Middle East Forum, David, there is no · �F ·potenti_al wrongs over the 
the present violence is in military solution possible past two months . . "I won't 
stark contrast to the con- •that- ·would appear as an deny Israel's -responsibili
cessions made at Camp accept_able cost to Israel," · ties," he remarked. "Arie!_ 
David in July. "There was she stated . . "The prospect · Sharon's accessing his 
talk ·of ending violence in of a greater lsrael is strate- right to visit the Holy 
July .and talk of ending gically bankrupt." Mount was not judicious." 
Israel in October," Pipes · Should Arafat All of the . four panelists 
stated. declare a Palestinian state, agreed that prospects for · 

P 1. p e s Shacham stressed . that peace in the Middle Easf 
explained !hat the current Palestine would create an seem . precarious, and . 
violence is a result of an eve_n more hostile r.elil- Israel must take action 
erosion of Arab fear of the tion.ship with Israel, opt- ·soon before the situation 
Israeli's. "When Israel ing for unilateral actions worsens. "When the 
decided ·to leave Lebanon rather than compromise · funerals on both sides end, 
in 1993, it showed the by agreeing to a negotiat- · there will still be 5 million 
·Arabs that Israel was get- ed_ settlement with Israel. Jews and 4 million 
tirig weaker in morale _and "Palestine is not ready to . Palestinians in Israel liv
failed to _ starid up for its ml!ke historic comproniis- ing 'togetheri neither of 
own rightst . Pipes said. es, but Israel · feels that which are fated to disap
"Israel will hay_e to g9 to now is the time to make an pear,'! commented 
war ro show that it's tough agreement," ' Shacham Rosenblum. 
and show in word. and stated. - Although the 
deed that you· don't mess M , a r · c Panel Symposium did not 
with Israel." . Rosenblu·m, founder and produce clear-cut solu-
Pipes attributed Israel's political director of tions t_o the Middle East 
growing vulnerability to "Ai;nericans for ·' Peace crisis, it dia accomplish 
the _ government's failure Now,'.� · agreed with exposing over 100 
to react decisively to the Shacham regarding· Yeshiva University s'tu-
recent Palestinian acts of Palestinian · statehood. · dents to the reality of the 
violence, ·such as the burn- . "The worst news for Israel · · complicated situation fac
ing of Joseph's �omb and is a Palestinian state aris- ing Israel and · the. 
the lynching -of three ing from a . unilateral act ·Palestinians. "Jewish col
Israeli soldiers. 

. 
rather th�n from an agree- · lege students are . con-

_ Representing ment with the Israeli's," cerned about Israel," said 
the official view of the Rosenblum commented. Shayna Astor, the presi
Israeli government, . "Israel must defend itself,. , . dent of the Stern College 
Chru.'m Shacham, former pre�ent escalation of this Israel Club. '.'This sympo- , 
Con_sul General to the crisis, and get back to the , sium is to - further our 

· State of , . Israel, also negotiation . table, knowledge about the Wr-
addressed the significan�e acknowledging its ene- . bulent times in the Middle 
of the Camp David · _mies.'.' In/ the meantime, East and to exa�ne the 
SJ1mmit in July" with . the Palestinians are much options- for peace." 

·ference this year wiff be greater. The
. 

number of spring applications for the pro- . 
gram this, ye_ar has not decre�sed for BGU 
and this may be because the university is 
far enough from the violence for students · 
to feel safe, yet clos_e enough for theni to . 
visit Jerusalem by an hour bus ride. "A lot 
of studepts applying are optimistic that 
the situation will get better," explained 
Weinstein. Yet, the question remains as to 
how many students will ultimately make 
the flight to a country that is experiencing . 
unpredicta_ble violence. 

I . 
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CA_ M-P US B R IEFS 
The .Ethics of Getting lh-e �'A! ' 

. . . . : 

]Jy: Simone Rosenzweig know uses Mesoi:ah, and I never heard of 
anyone not using it because they felt it was 
morally wrong." The status of Mesorah 
remains debatable, as many professors are 

· awar� of the fact that tests from previous 

Cosponsored 
by SCWSC and YCSC, 
Chanukah this year will 
be celebrated in a new 
way: with a Chanukah 

WYUE. was · spring . . 
'
C

heating. The word shows up all 
· . · over, in many contexts. It has long 

· Casino. "This is a · 
dream," said Lou Shapp, 
organizer .of the event. "I 
like to quote Kemiedy: 
When I see something I 
ask 'why.' . When - I 
dream something, · I ask 
'why not?"' Boasting of 
blackjack, poker, and 
rulette - as well as 
delectable Chanukah 
treats ....,_ the Chanukah 
casino promises fo bring 

· a big crowd. The YU 
Band and · Shalom 
Morgenstern will per-. 
form; 

not , in service this 
semester, · ch0osing 
instead to reconstruct 
some of the eq�ipment 
to enable for better 
usage in the spring. 

With the exis
tence of Kol Shira, two 
SCW chor�s groups 
existed - until recently. 
Belles . floundered this· 
semester' - with ·only two 
singers showing U_{) to 

. the Sunday night prac
tices. Without a clear 
differentiation between 
the clubs; they must both 
compete . for the . same 
singing p�pulation. 
Belles plans to have 
auditions again in the 

To the disap
pointment of many, the 
second part of the Guide 
to the - Perplexed never 
appeared. 'Tm very per
plexed," remarked one 
student. "What . good 
will the guide· be in 
March?"-

Final · s·ched
ules span _a week apd a 
half this year. Faculty 

. members will now be 
required to pro�tor _their 
own finals to enable stu
dents to ask questions to . 
their instru�tor. 

· Preparations 
are. underway for the . 
Arts Festi_val to be held 
in the spring. 

been a common aspect of college 
life; and unfortunately Yeshiva University 
is no exception: YC, SCW, and· SSSB all 
bave regulations attempting to discourage 
this behavior. The Undergraduate 

· Catalogue ·states· that, "cheating on an 
· examination �ill sub]e�t the offender to 
disciplinary a_ction, including possible 
expulsion from the University . . .  every stu
dent is expected to adhere to the ideals rep
resented by the University . . .  maintaining 
high standards · of ethical and academic 
cond4�t. .  .the submission . . .  of any exami
nation; - course assignment . . .  assumed to 
guarantee · that �e thought and expres
sions . . .  are .the student's own. Evidence to . 
the contrary will result · in appropriate 
penaltks which may include failure in the 
course of disciplinary dismissal:"· 

Despite these regulations and. 

years circulate amongst their students. 
· Certain professors themselves give out old 
tests . for ·students to. study from, and pro
iessors wh� allow students to keep their 
question sheets shouJd be aware that they 
might be passed on to future classes. 
However, there are a number of professors 
who are known to have a problem with · 
Mesorah. One professor is known to have _ 
changed the format' of his exam after he 
was made aware of the fact that his ol� 
exams were being circulated. 

Cheating exists at SCW "as well. 

Israeli Politics · 

. warnings from professors, cheating persists 
in ail three · colleges,· especially during 
finals· time. _ A YC-SSSB Junior· told this 
reporter that he believes cheating is espe
cially prevalent in Sy-Syms courses where 
the test format .is often short-answer, or 
numeric problems, making it easy for stu
dents to share answers with one another. 

Deborah Bienenfeld, a SCW ·senior, says 
that she has seen professors leave the room 
in the middle of a test, and there was no 
problem with students cheating. On the 
other - hand, Chana Rosenblatt another 
SCW senior remembers taking a final in 
Koch Auditorium and witnessing a student 
continuously ·drop her pendJ in order to 
catch a glimpse . of another student's 
answ�rs: Cheating is easier in a class with 
short ansy.rer exams, as opposed to essay 
format, which m;:ty explain why cheating is · 
more prevalent in some classes than others. 

continued from page ·J,J 
to ·"show the country that we are party and present tl;!.e Bibi law first. 

noi , afraid of running against Bibi · · Moshe Feiglin, head of the Zo • 
[Netanyahu], or 'anyone else ... " . The · Artzeinu movement who has been wag
Labor party is, in fact, more interested in ing an indepe_ndent · run to. head· the 
the Netanyahu law passing than in the Likud, may not be able _to run ·against 
Knesset dissolution: Even if Netanyahu Netanyahu and Sharon for- this position. 
beats Barak for Prime Minister, at- least The reason is that Feigiin has been a 
the left-wing parties will be spared the · member of the party foronly six months, 
wrath of the voter in general elections. while the · reguiations require nine 
Both laws will probably be ready for - months. Feiglin's _ representative has 

_ He recaps a finance exam he once took in 
Belfer where _the cheating was especially 
obvious. Students were clearly exchanging 
exam answers. The professor of that par
ticular c0urse is known to have failed stu
dents for -�heating in the past but this- did 
not deter them. 

· ·_ When questioned about the preva
lence of cheating in his courses, Professor 
Aaron Brown, SSSB, stated, "I feel cheat
ing is a minor problem, present at all uni
versities, high ·schools, and grade schools. 
Most people had at least one time in at least 
one class wh_en the pressure was high .and 
the opportunity presented itself . . .  however, 
the problem is minor because only a few 
people cheat enough to alter their record 
significantly, and virtually all _of them get 

· final legislation next Monday - but if one . turned to party head Sharon, who is Cheating exists in more forms 
than

. _
the simple sharing of test ·answers. 

YC  has a long established tradition of 
' passes, then the other one is likely not to. authorized . to waive the above require

The . questjon, therefore, is which one ment. . 
will be presented first? This is solely the 
prerogative of Knesset Speaker Avraham 
Burg, who is expec�e4 to go with hi� 

A point of interest, and maybe a 
little ironic is that the Yesha population 
is rising. 

. Mesorah, · the recycllng o{ old tests 
amongst students for use by future classes. 
A YC Senior ·claimed, "almost everyone I 

caught sooner or later." . 
--

- Election_ Disenfranchises Students 
By: Afichal Leah Kanovs'/cy . get to New York and back to 1,000 students surveyed, 174 
· 
E

lection 2000 came Florida to be counted. admitted to voting more than 
down to the very last Other Floridians · at once. 95 did so by obtaining 
vote. Though Bush's . SCW complained also about an absentee oallot from their 

lead in Florida by just 537 not receiving their absentee home state and then voting 
·votes was the deciding factor, - ballots. Feli'ssa comments on again in Wisconsin, the other 
there were tight races in the experience that _ "I was 79 voted more than once in 

· countless states. But in upset with all the time and . Wisconsin. 13 students claim 
Florid_a, New York and _ other effort put into trying to get the that they voted four or more 
states the folle&e student vote ballot, that I never got to ti�es. If out of a random poll 
raises issues. vote." 13 students deliberately mis-

Two weeks before There were other represented themselves to 
Election Day, . SCW Junior cases of SCW students who vote more than. a few times, 
'Felissa Elfenbein, ·attempted did not receive their absentee the wider implications are that 
�o get an absentee ballot from ballbts with enough time to many more people pulled this · 
her home state Florida. She mail them .. back before the off nation-wide. 
began online _ · at · election. Student'�·who regis- . As a poll watcher 
RockThe Vot�.com, which tered to vote in New York also Axeltod's function. was "To 
referred her to an- invalid site. · had problems · locating their make sure that everything was· 
She then got -the phone mun- voter centers: One student �eing run according to the 
ber · for the Florida ballot called inform�tion foiir times, faw.''. When asked. whether 
office: There she was referred got four different phone num- she thought the voting in this 

- her to another website that did bers she could call to ask - election was fair, she 
I).Ot exist . . Elfenbein called the about where she was SUP," answered, . "No, I think it was 

. 
-' office back an� they told l,Ier posed to vote, and all. four a close -election and some of 

to try the website �gain on . · were not answered. the things_ that weren't fair 
another day. She did, but the At the voting booths . about this election aryn't fair 
�ebsite n�ve; came_ into . exis- . students . reported ,not . being · about any elections. · But I 
tence. · asked to show _any pr:oof of think that the reason why 

At this po�nt · identification _ - whatsoever ,these Unfair practices - made 
Elfenbein's . · father got before voting: r:ve Axelrod, a such a difference in this elec-

. involved. From Florida, he · .sophomore - - at Columbia tion where they haven't in 
called the County Voting University- served as a poll previous elections was 
Center. They told him to con- watcher. . She explaine9 ,that because the election was so 
tact tl,Ie party headquarters. "According to the laws of the·· close." · 
The Democratic Party phone US -y�u don't hav� to show ID '- Election 2000 can 
number was_ not listed, so he in order to vote.';· This is ·done. · best be summed up by Felissa 
was ,forced to . co�tact the to ensure that people are not Elfenbein who. said that 
Republican Party headquar- intimidated into not voting. · "being · from Miami-Dade 
ters. They told him to come in · However the · same method· county; I now se� that my vote 
and they would give him an allows fof votes to be dis- really did_ count and still does 
ab�enfee ballot. �hen he . · counted . through fraud and count. I believe· that there 
showed up tho�gh, they other offenses. needs�o be election reform, 

. refused to give him the ballot. At . Marquette not �nly · in Florida, but in_ 
They claimed that ther; would � University in Milwaukee it- ot4er states as well." 

· · �not ·be- enough -time- for-it -tc,·•,.-was- ·discovered ·-that- ·out- ·of-· · -- - -· ·-· • · - ·· · · · · · · · · - · -

,.-
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A .. c a  d e  m i .,c .. ·- I·n t e  g :r i__t y ? . 
By: Shayna Aster aml. : of the 'panel and. fostered a composition . of . the . Y U  
Golda Fleischmann hostile environment .in �e undergraduate student body 

W
. hen the current room. ag_d . their highly charged 

wave of ·violence · . We were , deter- · _emotions _ regarding this 
in Israel · escalat- mined to avoid a ·reenact- issue, such a ·panel would 

ed, we thought that it was . ment ' ·of this bias in oµr create a security hazard. For 
· appropriate that the "Israel panel, all the while main- this r�ason, 

. 
we were told 

Club hold. a symposium to taining a diverse spectrum that we could not have a 
· address _the conflict.· We .

. of opinions. . The :impor- speaker representing the 
envisaged a panel of acade- tance. of ·representing . a Palestinian perspective at 
mies who would explain the .plethora of opinions lies in · .our symposium, regardless 
background fo the clashes the fact that in the YU com-· of w_hether t�e representa
and the prospects for . the · munity, limited points of tive was Palestinian, Israeli, 
future. Our goal was to pre� · view on this issue are hear�. or American. 
sent a wi1e spectrum 9f , . Therefore,· we If YU truly aspires 
opinions, thereby exposing composed a panel of Daniel · to be an institution of high
the YU undergraduate stu� Pipes, director of - the er learning that .embodies a· 
dent body to m'uitiple per- Middle East Forum .who has stimulating academic �nvi-

. spectives that. . qtherwise ·been known to call on Israel ronment,. theri should it i!Ot 
would not be raised. We to·toughen it's stance; Marc . encourage diversity of 
· planned on bringing speak:- .. Rosenblum, · founder . of 

. 
thought? Our panel aspired 

ers who would present the Americans for Peace Now; to present a wide variety_ of 
. 

official Israeli posit1.on, the and Naomi Weinberger, opiruons; not to advocate 
Israeli right and left plat- . director of UN Studies at one position over the other.
forms, as well as a sp�aker 

. 
Columbia, ·who is generaiiy In presenting a broa(l spec

who would v01ce · the . considered dovish. To rep- trum of opinions from lead
Palestinian point of yiew: resent tµe 

. 
official Israeli ing academics in the field, . 

Prior to this under- ·· position, we 'invited Chaim we were trying to make stu
taking; Cardozo held -a sym- · Shach�, a represent�tive - dents . more knowledgeable 
posium concerning the · of the · Israeli consulate. . about the issues involved in 
prospects for peace in the . Finally; we felt it imperative this conflict. With this 
Middle East. The panel was to have someone present the exposure to-· a, variety of 
composed of three panelists . Palestinian platform · and opinions, students would be 

· who all called on Israel to therefore, we ·extended such more equipped with the 
· end. its occupation of •the · an invitation. · This, · to us, ·tools to argue whatever 

West Bank and Ga,1:a, and was a balanced panel. .position they happen · to 
maintained that Israel was 

· 
The idea of bring- advocate, and would be bet

violating International law. ing a spokesperson for the . ter prep�ed fo refute con
Representing the Israeli • Palestinian - cause was met triiry · opinions. Students 

· position was a legal advisor with what we found to be a should realize this -is 
to the Israeli · Minister of shocking response , .on the _Yeshiva University, not 
Foreign .Affairs, · who was part of the Office of Student yeshiva. 
not persu�sive in presenting Services. Student Services The panel, titled · 
the Israeli _position: The. felt that the sugges(ion was . �'Prospects for Peace in 
main : problem - with this . admirable in - that it aspired Israel,'.' · was successful, 
panel was its biased nature. to broaden student perspec- ·widely attended, and . 
The fact that there was only tive on the issue; and th_at in sparked animated debates 
one - representative. of Israel an "academically honest between students and pan-

' while there were three rep- -institution" : such ·a request- elists, as well as among stu
resenting · the Palestinian would be granted_ with no dents. Academic integrity, 

. viewpoint tilted the balance qualms. However, given the however, -was not at its best. . 
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N E W S  B R I E F S  
George .W. Blish to 
B·ecome 43rd president 
The -5 week fight for the 
presidency ended on the 
e_ve of December 13 
after Vice President Al 
Gore conceded to Texas 
governor George Walker 
Bush'. following a 
remarkable 5-4 Supreme 
Court vote to . end the 
recount in Florida. 

�arak · Resigns, 
Netanyahu Vows to 
Run in Early Elections 
The Knesset passed the 
preliminary reading of 

the "Bibi Bill," designed 
to clear the way for for
mer Likud Prime 
Minister . Binyamin 
Netanyahu to· become a. 
contender in the upcom
ing elections for prime 
numster. Recent. polls · 
indicate that Netanyahu 
is supported by an over
whelming -majority. 
Negotiation� Begin for 
Exchange of Prisoners 
The al-Aqsa intifada is 
now in its 1 1th week, 
with over . 30Q people 
dead, and thousands 

more injured. Yet 
despite continued vio-. 
lence, Israeli diplomats 
have begun negotiations 
with Hizbollah terror
ists, to exchange 
hostages: four Israeli 
soldiers for as few as 
two known Muslim ter
roi;ists. The four Israeli 
soldiers include the 
three soldiers that were . . 
kidnapped in October, ·as 
well as Elchanan 
Tannenbaµm, a busi
nessman who was · 
abducted abroad. 

Stern Writes Officials for the 
/ 

Release :of MIAs 
By: Deborah Bienenfeld . the_ issue and

. 
that it r;equires immediate ·parents of the three soldiers cap- . action. The officials are Al . Gore, 

tured in · Lebanon during the _ · Madeline Albright, ·william Cohen, --�J_: 
Palestinian- · Israeli violence Charles Schumer, Richard Holqrook, 

appealed to YU s�dents to help them on Hilary Clinton, and Kofi Annan.. 
their mission for their children. They set up a table in the lobby . 

The forty students· gathered to of Stem College with letters, envelopes 
hear that nothing was being done to help and pens, asking students to sign_ each 
these three young men. They cried, ask- letter and place them all in one envelope � 
ing the students to do what it takes: write . with � return address. Geraldine and 
letters . to officials, demonstrate in front Tova have spend- the past few weeks 
of the UN. · stuffing arid addressing each envelope, 

Tova Kalkstein, one of the stu- hoping to get the letters out before the 
dents present met with Geraldine Bitton change to · Republican administration. 
to take action. They decided to create a Anyone who wants to volunteer_ should 
letter -writing campaign; the purpose was contact Tova (64.6-935-5973, email kalk
to bombard the officials with letters .so . stei@ymail.yu,edu) or Geraldine (646-
that .t.hey would see the importance of . 935-6304,email gg713@yahoo:com.) 

SUMME·R INTERNSHIPS 

/ 

RESUMES ARE DUE�ON DECEMBER 20, 2000 FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN THE 
-RECRUITMENT·PROCESS FOR THE SU:tv,IMER INTERNSIDP PRO.GRAM 

POSITIONS FOR ACCOUNTING,' ADVERTISING,'BUSINESS, COMPUTERS, FINANCE; AND MARKETING 
. - . . . . .... . . ' 

JANUARY 24, 2001 � SUMMER INTERNSHIP PLACEMENT ORIENTATION (MIDTOWN :- CLUB HOUR) 

JANUARY 2s,' 2001 - SUMMER INTERNSHIP PLACEMENT ORIENTATION (MAIN-CLUB ·H'.oUR) 

INTERESTED IN SUMMER.JOBS I�· scIENCE RESEJ\RCH, GOVERNMENT, POLI
_,TICS, COMMUNICATIONS, PSYCHOLOGY, ART, SOCIAL SERVICES,· EDUCATION, 
etc.�? 

FEBRUARY 7, 2001 ...,. 'SUMMER INTERNSHIP. OR.IENTATION FOR LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS (MIDTOWN - CLUB HOUR) . . . . . ' . ) . - - . . . . 

.FEBRU:ARY.8, 200i - .SUMMER INTERNSHIP ORIENtATION FOR LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS .(MAIN - CLUB HOUR) 

Fof more information, call or stop by: 
OFFICE OF PLACEMENT & CAREER SERVICES · 

MAIN-BH 415� 417, 419/MID -- i_t5 LEX 3i9/320 
212-960-0845/917-362-4844 OR 4845 

opcs@ymail.yu.edu 
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Jewish Students Plan Mass 
- -DemonstratiOJ?-' in .Support _ of Israel 

. Architectural Mistakes 
Plague 215 _Lex 

By: Danielle Bienenfeld On February 22nd, 200 1 ,  
thousands · o f  Jewish high 
school and college students 

from the East Coast will unite on the 

and -as of now,. 35 are most definite� 
ly participating. Some of the col
leges besides for the students of 
Yeshiva University/ Stem College 
for Wornen include Duke 

. footsteps of University, Rutgers Univ�rsity, 
C a p i t o 1 Columbia University, Brandeis 
Hill to . University, Ohio State University, 
lobby · our and Harvard. In addition to the col
s e n a t_ o r  s leges involved, there will be about
and con- 20 high schools joining in this mis� 

gressmen on behalf of Israel in cri- sion froni the :Tri-state area and · 
sis. These students will be part of Maryland. 

. the The Mass Jewish Youth Mission · Funding for the MJYM 
(MJYM) to Washington, De;. will come from several Jewish and 

_ Sari ·strulowitz, a SCW Ziqnist organizations, such as the 
junior, the , National Mission activist organization, Beiar Zionist 
Chairperson, has formed the . Youth Movement and AIPAC; the 
Student Coalition . hi Support of _ American Israel Public Affairs 

. Israel (SCSI) to carry out f4is · i:tiis.c : Committee'. AIPAC is a Pro' Israel 
sion on February 8th. · The SCSI · organization working to strength�n 

includes all of the high school and relations between the United States _ 
college students who have agreed to and ls·rael through political· and stu
participate in this rmss10n . dent activism in campaigns and 

Strulowitz created the SCSI 'because elections. More funding will ·come · 
she began to notice that "many stµ- from private donors who recognize 
dents c�e about the current situa- . this mission as crucial to th� Jewish 
tion in Israel but feel helpless: Most , community. 
people of my generation have n<:>t This project is distinct · 
had the opportunity to actively par- from other recent student l).ctivist 
ticipate in th_e democratic politicai efforts in support of Israel, for this 
system and all that it offers. mission sets out to. accomp).ish a 
Especially now, with the current more . tangible · task, Strulowitz .. 
presidential turmoil, we · see how ·explains that "although a properly 
important an individual's actions orchestrated rally alone can be effi
can be." caciousi we feel that based on the 
_ Forty-five colleges are presen� situation in Israel, the com
_expected to partake in this program, bination of lobbying and rallying 

.. will be more productive." The rea
son that lobbying is more effective 
than rallying is because it has the 
potential to have immediate results. 
Therefore, shortly . after Congress 
votes on the issues_ at hand, it will 
become clear if the students' lobby
ing efforts were successful. 
Previous student Jewish lobbying 
efforts hav� been successful, such 
as in the early 1980's, when Jewish 
students successfully fought . for... 
Soviet Jewry on Capitol Hill and 
helped-win the battle: Now this mis-

-. siori will mirror the method and 

hopefully, the result. 
· In this way, Jewish stu

dents will be able to combat this 
overwhelming feeling of helpless
ness that Strulowitz is referring to. 
Not only will the students be able to 
_feel self-fulfilled for help1rig Israel 
in need, but si_multlll}.eously, they 
will _ also ,be - strengthening them
selves against the Palesti'nian stu
dents on 'their own campuses. 
According to the Jewish Week 
(11/17/00), in terms of the Israel
Palestinilll}.. conflict; "Israel is los
ing. Pro-Palestinian students are 
wep-organized and well financed, 
staging large demonstrations and 

rallies." Therefore, it is imperative 
that Israel's cail of help be answered 
immediately. Please email 
MJYM4israei@hotmail.com if you 

· are interested in participating 
in this historic event. 

By: Adina Levine Right -after the front · 
doors of the gor
geous new building 

opened to the burgeoning 
Stern College Campus, 
they immediately closed 

� again. The reason: . . The 
revolviiig door- entrance to 
�15 Lexington was built 
on the bottom 
9f -a slanted 

sidewalk, and 

would subse
quently flood 

when · it rained . 
Realizing this 
mista_ke after 
sukkot vaca-

. tion, the 
S c h u m  a·n , · 
L i c t e n s t i e n ,  
Clana�, and 
E f r o n · 
A r c h i t e c t s  
immediately b�gan recon
structing :the · sidewalk, as . 
the SCW students were 
forced to use the •side 
entrance. 

Further, Professor 
Ellen Schrecker claims 
that there were some archi
tectural mistakes in the 
layout of the classroom_s. 

"The large class-
room on the 2nd floor -
room 208 - is an absolute 

disaster," Shrecker 
remarked. "Ir - is long and 

narrow and it is impossible 
to teach in since the 
instructor cannot interact 
with, let alone even see, 
the .students sitting in the 
. back and vice verca. The 
room is essentially unus
abl� for instruction and 

should be .reno
vated immedi-

. ately - either 
broken up into 
smaller, seminar
type rooms or 
else reconfig-� 
ured into a wide, 
rather thll]l long, 
room." 

-Shrecker 
blames this prob
lem on the fail
ure of the archi
tects to consult 

the faculty during class-
room design. 

·"we had one dis
cussion with the faculty 
regarding the layout of 
their offices," recalled 

Dean Bacon. 
"In any new 

place, we have. to work out 
the kinks," said Dean 
Bacon. "But I think overall 
people are very excited 

about the new building.'' 

Due to Continuin_g Israel Violence, · 
SCW Students Rearrange _Vacations 

By: Adina Levine As the first semester nears a conclu
sion, SCW students excitedly dis

. cuss vacation plans, this year with a 
new twist that excludes Israel from vacation 

Bnei Akiva solidarity mission:· "We cannot 
be supportive of Israel only when things· are 
good. It's om; responsibill,!Y to be there 

Israel Programs Experience 

Decrease in -American 

Student Enrollment 

now." 
"Our students' connection to Israel 

options. In an exclusi:ve~·observer poff, only· · obviously goes beyond casual tourists," 
16% ·of SCW students will be visiting Israel remarked Dean Karen Bacon. "I'm sure our 
during winter vacation, as many· students students visiting Israel is still higher·thiill the 
express their displeasure toward parental overall tourist rate. I saw a picture of the air
bans on visiting Israel. port, and it looked li,ke there were more sol-

"I really wanted to go to Israel, but diers with guns than arriving tourists. I cap 
uiy parents wouldn't \et

.
me," commented understand lJ. parents' concern." 

Suri .Strobel, SCW sopho-
Outof Towoers 

. Perhaps due to closing _off Israel as 
_more. Going Home a vacation spot, Florida emerges 

In a sentiment Und. .1a% as the overall :Pi-e{erence of 
expressed by many, - places for vacation. 
parents appear to. "I'm going .to. have fun," 
be more con- remarked Adina Ettinger, 
cemed with vio- SCW freshman.· 
lence · in Israel 
than their chil
dren. Claiming 
the ongoing vio
lence as a source 
of danger �or visit
ing college students, 
parents are prohibiting 
their children from· visiting 
Israel, while allowing them to 
visit Miami, a' city which boasts of a high 
crime rate. "As much _as I'm annoyed 

at the inconvenience that my parents won't 
let me go, I can understand it," said Aliza 
Weinstien, SCW junior. "If l were a parent, I 
don't know if fd let my child go." 

However, some students are defy
ing the standard in attending soine of the sol
idarity · missions that have made visits to 
Israel cheaper than usual: with Bnei Aldva 
offenng a solidarity mission for only $300, 
and another YU sponsored solidarify_ -mis
sio·n only costing $99. 

''I'm proud to be able to tell people 
that I'm going to Israel," said Racliali Rubin, 
SCW sophomore who will be attending the 

Yet, many stu
_dents expressed dissatis
faction with the timing of 

' vacation - that it misses 
the yeshiva high school 

vacation. "Now that my 

parents have some kids in 
college and som,.e kids in high 

school, we can no longer travel' as a 
family for vacation," complained Strobel. 

Other students complain of the 
shortness of SCW vacation, especially in I 
comparison to other colleges. "What am I 
going to do for vacation?" rhetorically ques
tioned one SCW junior. ''I'm ·going to blink 
and it will be over." 

In a siniilar vein, another · student 
remarked, "It's not fair that the city colleges 
have six weeks for v:acation, and we barely 
hav� iwo� I can't go ·on vacation, get a job,' 

and 
·:relax. fron

{ 
the,-i;:o11¢ge .pressure in th'at 

short am
.
ount of time.?'. ·.

. . 
. . ·But as much" as SCW ;tudents have 

complaints about vacation, . and whatever 
they are doing fo,r vacation, one-opinion is. 

. clear: Everyone is looking forward tb it. 

By: Sara Trappler 

W. ith the eruption 

of violence in 

. Israel over the 
past weeks, many 
American universities 
have cancelled their 

. exchange programs with _ · 
universities in Israel and 

American students study
ing in Israel have been 

told by their home uni
versities _ to return to the 
United States. A �ority _ 
of American students, ' 
however, decided to stay, 
according to Rebecca 
Weinstein, director of the 
Overseas Program at 
Ben-Gurion University of 
Beer Sheva. "Students 
could stay at the universi
ty arid. withdraw from the 
program, but most did
-n 't," said Weinstein, who 
directs the Overseas pro
gram . from an office in 

. New York. "We had a lot. 
of students drop out [ of 
BGD], many of whom 
were pulled out by their 
home universities.'' 

However, con
trary to Weinstein's-belief 
that most exchange pr_o_
grams in Israel have been 
significantly affected, 
many dir_ectors of 
exchange programs for 
Israeli · _'·:Universities 
claimed tha� their num
bers have not drastically 

changed. Most of these 
overseas programs are 
directed from offices in 

the United States, where 
they work with American 
universities to recruit stu
dents on an exchange 
basis, gr.anting students 
-college credits and a 
semester or year break 
from their American uni
versity. 

Ami Devir, 
A d m i n i s t r a t i v e  
Coordinator in New York 
for Tel Aviv University, 
said that the university's 
Overseas Program has 
had less • than a ten-per
cent' d,rop in enrollment , 
from last spring semester. 
"The center of what's 
going on [in Israel] isn't 
in Tel Aviv," he said in 

regards to the . conflict 
that was centered around 

Jerusalem for the past 
weeks. "It's been okay in 
terms of enrollment. 
There's been a slight 
decrease." . .  but it's not so 

. substantial." Raffi Coh�n, 
Admissions _Officer for 
Hebrew . University, also 
maintained- from his 
office in New York that 
there is not a significant 
decrease in the numbers 
of enrollment at Hebrew 
University. "There is 
some drop off," he said 
"bu! not enough to make 

us think of changing any 
approach we have." The 
most noticeable change at 
Hebrew University's 
Ove.rseas Program has 
been t�e concern from 
people calling wanting 
updatesregarding the situ
ation in Israel. 

At Bar Ilan 

University, where the 
majority of exchange stu
dents are Orthodox Jews, 
the. withdrawal rate over 
the past weeks has been 

.next to nothing; only two 
students have dropped 

out. Unlike many 
American universities, 
Brandeis University . is 
still sending many stu-

. dents to Israel on 
exchange programs, 
according to J. Scott Van 
Der Meid, Director of 
Study Abroad at 
Brandeis. "We have · a 
special relationship wi�h 
Israel, because there �e 
so many Jewish students· ' 
here," explained Van Der 
Meid. "Oui: numbers are 
down compared to the 
past, but it's not necessar-

. ily related [to tlie vio- . 
lence] because sometimes 
[the numbers] are up and 
sometimes [they arel 
down. So, I can't make a · 
definite correlation." 

Most ·of the 
Brandeis students that 

continued on page 13 
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